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Abstrat
Zipf's law states that if words of language are ranked in the order of dereasing
frequeny in texts, the frequeny of a word is inversely proportional to its rank. It is very
robust as an experimental observation, but to date it esaped satisfatory theoretial
explanation. We suggest that Zipf's law may arise from the evolution of word semantis
dominated by expansion of meanings and ompetition of synonyms.
Introdution
Zipf's law may be one of the most enigmati and ontroversial regularities known in
linguistis. It has been alternatively billed as the hallmark of omplex systems and
dismissed as a mere artifat of data presentation. Simpliity of its formulation, exper-
imental universality and robustness starkly ontrast with obsurity of its meaning. In
its most straightforward form [1℄, it states that if words of a language are ranked in the
order of dereasing frequeny in texts, the frequeny is inversely proportional to the
rank,
fk ∝ k
−1
(1)
where fk is the frequeny of the word with rank k. As an example, Fig. 1 is a log-log
plot of frequeny vs. rank for a frequeny ditionary of Russian language [2, 3℄. The
ditionary is based on a orpus of 40 million words, with speial are taken to prevent
data skewing by words with high onentration in partiular texts (like the word hobbit
in a Tolkien sequel).
Zipf's law is usually presented in a generalized form where the power law exponent
may be dierent from −1,
fk ∝ k
−B. (2)
Equivalently, it an be represented as a statement about the distribution funtion of
words aording to their frequeny,
P (f) ∝ f−β, β = B + 1, (3)
∗
Prepubliation draft. Submitted to Cognitive Siene.
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Figure 1: Zipf's law for Russian language
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1
where P (f)df represents the fration of words with frequenies in [f, f + df ].
Aording to [4℄, where an extensive bibliography is presented, various subsets of
the language obey the generalized Zipf's law (2). Thus, while the value of B ≈ 1
is typial for single author samples, dierent values, both greater and less than 1,
haraterize speeh of shizophrenis and very young hildren, military ommuniations,
or subsamples onsisting of nouns only.
Here we onentrate on the whole language ase and do not onsider these varia-
tions. Neither do we attempt to generalize our treatment to inlude other power law
probability distributions, whih are ubiquitous in natural and artiial phenomena of
various nature. The purpose of this work is to demonstrate that the inverse proportion-
ality (1) an be explained on purely linguisti grounds. Likewise, we don't pay speial
attention to the systemati deviations from the inverse proportionality at the low-rank
and high-rank ends.
It is not possible to review the vast literature related to the Zipf's law. However
it appears that the bulk of it is devoted to experimental results and phenomenologial
models. Models that would aim at explaining the underlying ause of the power law
and prediting the exponent are not overabundant. We review models of this type in
the rst setion. In setion 2, we disuss the role in the language of words/meanings
having dierent degrees of generality. In setion 3, we show that Zipf's law an be
generated by some partiular arrangements of word meanings over the semanti spae.
In Setion 4, we disuss the evolution of word meanings and demonstrate that it an
lead to suh arrangements. Setion 5 is devoted to numerial modeling of this proess.
Disussion and prospets for further studies onstitute setion 6. In Appendix A,
2
Mandelbrot's optimization model is onsidered in detail, and in Appendix B we disuss
proportionality of word frequeny to the extent of its meaning.
1 Some previous models
Statistial models of Mandelbrot and Simon
The two most well-known models for Zipf's law in the linguisti domain are due to two
prominent gures in the 20th-entury siene: Benot Mandelbrot, of the fratals fame,
and Herbert A. Simon, who is listed among the founding fathers of AI and omplex
systems theory
1
.
The simplest possible model exhibiting Zipan distribution is due to Mandelbrot
[5℄ and is widely known as random typing or intermittent silene model. It is just a
generator of random harater sequenes where eah symbol of an arbitrary alphabet
has the same onstant probability and one of the symbols is arbitrarily designated as a
word-delimiting spae. The reason why words in suh a sequene have a power-law
frequeny distribution is very simple as noted by Li [6℄. Indeed, the number of possible
words of a given length is exponential in length (sine all haraters are equiprobable),
and the probability of any given word is also exponential in its length. Hene, the
dependeny of eah word's frequeny on its frequeny rank is asymptotially given by
a power law. In fat, the haraters needn't even be equiprobable for this result to
hold [6℄. Moreover, a theorem due to Shannon [7℄ (Theorem 3 there) suggests that even
the ondition of independene between haraters an be relaxed and replaed with
ergodiity of the soure.
Based on this observation, it is ommonly held that Zipf's law is linguistially
shallow (Mandelbrot [8℄) and does not reveal anything interesting about the natural
language. However it is easy to show that this onlusion is at least premature. The
random typing model itself is undoubtedly shallow, but it annot be related to the
natural language for the very simple reason that the number of distint words of the
same length in the real language is far from being exponential in length. In fat, it is
not even monotoni as an be seen in Fig. 2, where this distribution is alulated from
a frequeny ditionary of the Russian language [2℄ and from Leo Tolstoy's novel War
and Peae. (It also doesn't matter that the frequeny ditionary ounts multiple word
forms as one word, while with War and Peae we ounted them as distint words.)
Thus, even if Zipf's law in natural language is indeed uninteresting, the random typing
model an not prove this.
Taking a more general view, we observe that Zipf's law is reated here by a simple
stohasti proess. But human speeh is emphatially not a simple stohasti proess.
It is a highly strutured phenomenon, driven by extralinguisti needs and stimuli and
eventually used for ommuniation of sentient beings in a real world. If emergene of
Zipf's law may not be surprising in simple models, this doesn't make it less surprising
in suh an immensely omplex proess as speeh. Why should words freely hosen by
1
As a historial aside, it is interesting to mention that Simon and Mandelbrot have exhanged rather
spetaularly sharp ritiisms of eah other's models in a series of letters in the journal Information and
Control in 19591961.
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Figure 2: Distribution of words by length.
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1
people to ommuniate information, images and emotions, be subjet to suh a strit
probability distribution?
Another purely statistial model for Zipf's law appliable in various domains, in-
luding language, was proposed by Simon [9℄, [10℄. It is based on a muh earlier work
by Yule [11℄ who introdued his model in the ontext of evolutionary biology (distribu-
tion of speies among genera) as early as 1925. Currently, this and related models are
known as preferential attahment or umulative advantage models, sine they desribe
proesses where the growth rate of an objet is proportional to its urrent size.
In the linguisti domain, this model in its simplest form desribes writing of a
ontinuous text as a proess where the next word token
2
is seleted with a onstant
probability p to be a new, never before enountered word, and with probability (1−p) to
be a opy of one of the previous word tokens (any one, with equal probabilities). In this
form, the model is not realisti, sine it is well-known that instanes of an infrequent
word are not distributed evenly in texts, as the model would predit, but tend to our
in lusters. However, the model an be signiantly relaxed. Namely, dene n-word
as a word that has ourred exatly n times in the preeding text. Suppose that the
probability for the next word in the text to be an (any) n-word is equal to the fration
of all n-word tokens in the preeding sequene. Simon showed that this proess still
leads to the Zipan distribution. The model an be further extended to aount for
words dropping out of use in suh a way as to preserve the frequeny distribution.
In the latter form, Simon's model is ompatible with word lustering. But is it
appliable to the natural language? It is not quite straightforward to verify the as-
sumptions on whih the model is based. In our alulations using Tolstoy's War and
Peae (about half a million words in Russian), whih we don't report in detail here,
2
When the same word ours multiple times in a sequene, we will speak of word tokens, ourrenes, or
instanes.
4
it appears that the assumption of the onstant rate of new word introdution does not
hold. Rather, new words are introdued at a rate that deays approximately as N−0.4,
where N is the sequene number of words in text. As for the probability that the next
word is one of n-words, it is more or less onsistent with the model, exept for the most
and the least frequent words. It is not lear though how ritial these departures are
for the model.
Simon also argued that the model ould be appliable to the language as a whole,
where the birth/death rate desribes introdution of neologisms and words beoming
obsolete, while the probability assumption desribes word usage.
It seems though that the model's expanatory power is not suient. Even if it is
orret, we are still left with the question of why it is orret. Simon's argument goes
approximately as follows. Suppose the next word hoie is desribed by the probability
Pnk = pntnk, where Pnk is the probability that the k-th of the n-words will be seleted,
pn is the fration of all n-word tokens in the preeding text, and tnk desribes a topi
fator, whih favors words appropriate to the topi urrently disussed in the text. It
is suient to require that
∑
k tnk = 1 for all n for the model to work. Thus the model
an even inorporate the idea that people selet words aording to a topi rather than
randomly. But why would the last equality hold? That is, why should the seletion of
some (topial) n-words be at the expense of other n-words, and not at the expense of
some m-words with n 6= m?
More signiantly, Simon's model seems to imply that the very fat of some words
being frequent and others infrequent is a pure game of hane. But in reality, most rare
words are rare just beause they are rarely needed. Finally, it is not an idle question
why do we need words with vastly dierent frequenies at all. Wouldn't it be more
eient for all words to have about the same frequeny? Simon's model doesn't begin
to answer these questions.
Guiraud's semi matries
A radially dierent approah was taken by the Frenh linguist Pierre Guiraud
3
. He
suggested that Zipf's law would be produed by the struture of the signied, but would
be reeted by that of the signier [12℄. Speially, suppose that all word meanings
an be represented as superpositions of a small number of elementary meanings, or
semes. In keeping with the struturalist paradigm, eah seme is a binary opposition,
suh as animate/inanimate or ator/proess (Guiraud's examples). Eah seme an
be positive, negative or unmarked in any given word. Assuming that the semes are
orthogonal, so that seme values an be ombined with eah other without onstraints,
with N semes, there an be 2N single-seme words (i.e. words where only one seme
is marked), 4N(N − 1) two-seme words, and so on. The number of words inreases
roughly exponentially with the number of marked semes. On the other hand, assume
that all semes have the same probability to ome up in a speeh situation. Then the
probability of a word with m marked semes is also exponential in m. This leads to
Zipf's distribution for words.
From the formal point of view, the genesis of Zipf's distribution here is strikingly
3
I am grateful to J.D.Apresjan who drew my attention to Guiraud's works.
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similar to that in the random typing model. In both ases, the number of words and the
probability of a word are both exponential in some parameter (the number of marked
semes or the number of letters respetively). Indeed, by Guiraud's aount in [12℄,
Mandelbrot initially formulated his model in terms of some hypothetial mental oding
units, and only later reformulated it in terms of letters. In Guiraud's model these
oding units turn out to be the semes.
This model is very attrative oneptually and heuristially, sine it explains word
frequenies as resulting from the language's funtion as a vehile for meaning trans-
fer. However it is too rigid and shematized to be realisti. It seems very unlikely
that the meaning of any word an be deomposed into an unordered list of about 16
(Guiraud's estimate) binary oppositions, even though theoretially that would sue
to form enough entries for a typial ditionary. In addition, the model ruially de-
pends on the assumption that any ombination of semes should be admissible, but even
Guiraud's own examples show that it would be very hard to satisfy this requirement. In-
deed, if ator/proess seme is present with the value of proess, then animate/inanimate
has to be unmarked: there are no animate or inanimate verbs. (Some verbs, suh as
laugh imply the animateness of the ator, but that's a dierent trait. The point is that
there is no verb that would dier from laugh only in that it's inanimate  and that
undermines the notion of unrestrited ombinability of semes.) In addition, it doesn't
oer any diahroni perspetive.
Models based on optimality priniples
Dierent authors proposed models based on the observation that Zipf's law maximizes
some quantity. If this quantity an be interpreted as a measure of eieny in some
sense, then suh model an laim explanatory power.
Zipf himself surmised in [1℄ that this distribution may be a result of eort mini-
mization on the part of both speaker and listener. This argument goes approximately
as follows: the broader
4
the meaning of a word, the more ommon it is, beause it is
usable in more situations. More ommon words are more aessible in memory, so their
use minimizes speaker's eort. On the other hand, they inrease the listener's eort,
beause they require extra work on disambiguation of diuse meanings. As a result of
a ompromise between speaker and listener, a distribution emerges.
Zipf did not onstrut any quantitative model based on these ideas. The rst model
of this sort was proposed by Mandelbrot [13℄. It optimizes the ost of speeh prodution
per bit of information transferred. Let the ost of produing word wk be Ck. The word's
information ontent, or entropy, is related to its frequeny pk as Hk = − log2 pk. The
average ost per word is given by C =
∑
k pkCk and the average entropy per word
by H = −
∑
k pk log2 pk. One an now ask what frequeny distribution {pk} satisfying∑
k pk = 1 will minimize the ratio C/H. An easy alulation using Lagrange multipliers
leads to
pk = Ae
−HCk/C , (4)
4
We will use broad or generi on the one hand and narrow or spei on the other to haraterize the
extent or sope of a word's meaning.
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where A is the normalization fator whih needs to be hosen so that all the probabilities
sum up to 1. In order to obtain a power law, the ost Ck needs to be logarithmi in
k, Ck ∝ log k. Mandelbrot derived this formula assuming that the ost of a word is
proportional to its length, and the number of dierent words of length l is exponential
in l. Then, the result beomes almost trivial, sine it's well known that maximum
information per letter is ahieved by a random sequene of letters, and we return to
the random typing model. To ite Mandelbrot [5℄, These variants are fully equivalent
mathematially, but they appeal to [...℄ dierent intuitions [...℄.
As we mentioned above, the assumption that the number of words is exponential in
word length is inorret (Fig. 2). However there is a dierent and muh more plausible
argument for the diret relationship between ost and rank: log2 k is the number of bits
that need to be speied in order to retrieve the k-th word from memory (if words are
stored in the order of dereasing frequeny, whih is a natural assumption), and thus
a good andidate for a ost estimate. We leave the detailed treatment of this ase for
Appendix A, beause it is not essential for the main argument here.
But one an optimization model is onstruted, it is neessary to demonstrate
that the global optimum an atually be ahieved via some loal dynamis whih is
ausal and not teleologial. Thus, the famous priniple of least ation in mehanis
is equivalent to the loal fore-driven Newtonian dynamis. In the same way, a soap
lm on a wire frame ahieves the global minimum of surfae area via loal dynamis of
innitesimal surfae elements shifting and strething under eah other's tug. Just like
surfae elements do not know anything about the total area of the lm, individual
words do not know anything about the average information/ost ratio.
Interestingly, in the ase of Mandelbrot's optimizing model, suh a loal dynamis
an be proposed. Namely, suppose that if speakers notie that a word's individual
information/ost ratio is below average (the word has faded), they start using it less,
and onversly, if the ratio is favorable, the word's frequeny inreases. It turns out that
this loal dynamis indeed leads to an establishment of a stable power-law distribution
of word frequenies (see Appendix A for details).
Even in this form, Mandelbrot's model has two problems. First, the power law
exponent turns out to be very sensitive to the details of the ost funtion Ck. This lak
of robustness is signiant, beause the pure logarithmi form of ost funtion is just
a very rough approximation. The seond problem is that the loal dynamis desribed
above as the mehanism for a real language to ahieve the optimum ost ratio, is not
realisti. People will not start using a word like, say, table more frequently just beause
it happens to have a favorable ost ratio. They will use it when they need to refer to
(anything that an be alled) a table  no more, no less
5
. And a ompelling explanation
of Zipf's law has to omply with this reality.
A dierent model was proposed by Arapov & Shrejder [14℄. They demonstrated
that Zipan distribution maximizes a quantity they all dissymmetry, whih is the sum
5
To be fair, somehting similar does our in languages when so-alled expressive synonyms hange to
regular words. A well-known example is Russian ãëàç, `eye', whih initially meant `pebble', then beame
expressive for `eye', and gradually displaed the original word for `eye', îêî of Indo-European desent.
Another example is provided by Frenh tete, `head' below. But this is a dierent kind of dynamis involving
ompetition of two words. It will be onsidered below.
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of two entropies: Φ = H + H∗, where H is the standard entropy that measures the
number of dierent texts that an be onstruted from a given set of word tokens (some
of whih are idential), while H∗ measures the number of ways the same text an be
onstruted from these tokens by permutations of idential word tokens. The former
quantity is maximized when all word tokens in a text are dierent, the latter one when
they are all the same, and the Zipan distribution with its steep initial deline and long
tail provides the best ompromise. This theoretial onstrut does possess a ertain
pleasing symmetry, but its physial meaning is rather obsure, though the authors
laim that Φ should be maximized in omplex systems of natural origin.
Balasubrahmanyan and Naranan [15℄ take a similar approah. They too, aim to
demonstrate that the language is a omplex adaptive system, and that Zipf's law is
ahieved in the state of maximum omplexity. Their derivation also involves dening
and ombining dierent entropies, some of whih are related to the permutation of
idential word tokens in the text. Both approahes of [14℄ and [15℄, in our view, have
the same two problems. First, the quantity being optimized is not ompellingly shown
to be meaningful. Seond, no mehanism is proposed to explain why and how the
language ould evolve towards the maximum. To quote [15℄,
As a general priniple, an extremum is the most stable onguration and
systems evolve to reah that state. We do not however understand the
details of the dynamis involved.
In a reent series of artiles by Ferrer i Canho with oauthors (see [16℄, [17℄ and
referenes therein) the optimization idea is taken loser to the reality. Ferrer i Canho's
(hereafter FiC) models signiantly dier from the other models in that they are based
on the idea that the purpose of language is ommuniation, and that it is optimized for
the eieny of ommuniation. FiC models postulate a nite set of words and a nite
set of objets or stimuli with a many-to-many mapping between the two. Multiple
objets may be linked to the same word beause of polysemy, while multiple words
may be linked to the same objet beause of synonymy. Both polysemy and synonymy
are, indeed, ommon features of natural languages. It is assumed that the frequeny of
a word is proportional to the number of objets it is linked to. Next, FiC introdues
optimality priniples and, in some ases, onstraints, with the meaning of oder's eort,
deoder's eort, mutual entropy between words and objets, entropy of signals, and so
on. By maximizing goal funtions onstruted from ombinations of these quantities,
FiC demonstrated the emergene of Zip's law in phase transition-like situations with
nely tuned parameters.
The treatment in the present work, although quite dierent in spirit, shares two basi
priniples with FiC's models and, in a way, with Guiraud's ideas. First, we also onsider
it essential that language is used for ommuniation and adopt the mapping metaphor of
meaning (although at the early stages of language evolution, ontrol of behavior rather
than ommuniation may have been its primary funtion  see e.g. [18℄). Seond, we
postulate that word frequeny is proportional to the extent, broadness, or generality
of its meaning (see below for a more detailed disussion). But we also dier from FiC
and Zipf in a ouple of important aspets. We do not assume any optimality priniples
and neither do we use the notion of least eort. Instead, we show that Zip's law an
be obtained as a onsequene of a purely linguisti notion of avoidane of exessive
8
synonymy. It should be noted that our approah need not be mutually exlusive with
that of FiC. In fat, they may turn out to be omplementary. It may also be ompatible
with (but providing a deeper explanation than) Simon's model.
If one is to laim that word frequeny in texts is related to some properties of its
meaning, a theory of meaning must be presented upfront. Fortunately, it doesn't have
to be omprehensive, rather we'll outline a minimal theory that only deals with the
single aspet of meaning that we are onerned with here: its extent.
2 Synonymy, polysemy, semanti spae
The nature of meaning has long been the subjet of profound philosophial disourse.
What meaning is and how meanings are onneted to words and statements is not at
all a settled question. But whatever meaning is, we an operate the notion of the
set of all meanings, or semanti spae, beause this doesn't introdue any signiant
assumptions about the nature of meaning (exept, maybe, its relative stability). Of
ourse, we should exerise extreme aution to avoid assuming any struture on this set
whih we don't absolutely need. For example, it would be unwise to think of semanti
spae as a Eulidean spae with a ertain dimensionality (as is the ase with Guiraud's
semi matries). One ould justify the assumption of a metri on semanti spae,
beause we ommonly talk about meanings being more or less lose to eah other,
eetively assigning a distane to a pair of meanings. However as we won't need it for
the purposes of this work, metri will not be assumed.
In fat, the only additional struture that we do assume on semanti spae S, is a
measure. Mathematially, measure on S assigns a non-negative volume to subsets of
S, suh that the volume of a union of two disjoint subsets is the sum of their volumes6.
We need measure so that we an speak of words being more spei or generi in
their meanings. If a word w has a meaning m(w) ⊂ S, then degree of generality,
or extent, or broadness of its meaning is the measure µ(m(w)), i.e. the amount of
ground that the word overs in semanti spae.
7
Note that measure does not imply
metri: thus, there is a natural measure on the unordered set of letters of Latin alphabet
(volume of a subset is the number of letters in it), but to dene metri, i.e. to be able
to say that the distane between a and b is, say, 1, we need to somehow order the
letters.
We understand meaning in a very broad sense of the word. We are willing to
say that any word has meaning. Even words like the and and have meanings: that
of deniteness and that of ombining respetively. We also want to be able to say
that suh words as together, joint, ouple, fastener have meanings that are subsets of
the meaning of and. By that we mean that in any situation where joint omes up,
6
Many subtleties are omitted here, suh as the fat that a measurable set may have non-measurable
subsets.
7
We assume that meanings of words orrespond to subsets of S. It may seem natural to model them
instead with fuzzy subsets of S, or, whih is the same, with probability distributions on S. However the
author feels that there is already enough fuzziness in this treatment, so we won't develop this possibility.
Meanings may also be onsidered as prototypes, i.e. attrators in semanti spae, but our model an be
adapted to this view as well.
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and also omes up, though maybe impliitly (whatever that means). We do not make
distintion between onnotation and denotation, intension and extension, et. This
means that semanti spae S may inlude elements of very dierent nature, suh as
the notion of a mammal, the emotion of love, the feeling of warmth, and your at
Fluy. Suh eletiism shouldn't be a reason for onern, sine words are in fat used
to express and refer to all these kinds of entities and many more.
We only deal with isolated words here, without getting into how the meaning of
this dog results from the meanings of this and of dog. Whether it is simply a set
theoreti intersetion of thisness and dogness or something more ompliated, we don't
venture to theorize. The biggest problem here is probably that the semanti spae itself
is not stati, new meanings are reated all the time as a result of human innovation
in the world of objets, as well as in the world of ideas: poets and mathematiians
are espeially indefatigable produers of new meanings
8
. However, when dealing with
individual words, as is the ase with Zipf's law, one an ignore this instability, sine
words and their meanings are muh more onservative, and only a small fration of new
meanings reated by the alhemy of poetry and mathematis eventually laim words
for themselves.
Note that up to now we didn't have to introdue any struture on S, not even
measure. Even the ardinality of S is not speied, it ould be nite, ountable or
ontinuous. But we do need measure for the next step, when we assume that the
frequeny of the word w is proportional to the extent of its meaning, i.e. to the measure
µ(m(w)). The more generi the meaning, the more frequent the word, and vie versa,
the more spei the meaning, the less frequent the word.
We don't have data to diretly support this assumption, mostly beause we don't
know how to independently measure the extent of a word's meaning. One ould think of
ways to do this, suh as the length of the word's ditionary denition or the number of
all hyponyms of the given word (for instane, using WordNet
9
). It would be interesting
to see if word frequeny is orrelated to suh measures, but we are not aware of any
researh of this kind. The assumption itself however appears to be rather natural, and
in Appendix B we provide some experimental evidene to support it.
It is essential for this hypothesis that we do not redue meaning to denotation,
but inlude onnotation, stylistial harateristis, et. It is easy to see that the word
frequeny an't be proportional to the extent of its denotation alone: the word dog is
more frequent that words mammal and quadruped, though its denotation (exluding
gurative senses though) is a strit subset and thus more narrow
10
. But the frequeny
of the word mammal is severely limited by its being a sienti term, i.e. its meaning
extent is wider along the denotation axis, but narrower along the stylisti axis (along
the axis should be understood metaphorially here, rather than tehnially). In the
realm of sienti literature, where the stylisti dierene is neutralized, mammal is
quite probably more frequent than dog.
It's interesting to note in this onnetion that aording to the frequeny ditionary
8
For a muh deeper disussion see [19℄. In partiular, it turns out that the rih paraphrasing apaity of
language may paradoxially be an evidene of high referential eieny.
9
http://wordnet.prineton.edu/
10
I owe this example to Tom Wasow.
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[2℄, the word ñîáàêà `dog' is more frequent in Russian than even the words æèâîòíîå
and çâåðü `animal, beast', although there is no signiant stylistial dierenes between
them. To explain this, note that of all animals, only the dog and the horse are so
privileged. A possible reason is that the onnotation of animal in the ommon language
inludes not so muh the opposition `animal as non-plant' as the opposition `animal
as non-human'. But the dog and the horse are harateristially viewed as almost-
human ompanions, and thus in a sense do not belong to animals at all, whih is why
the orresponding words do not have to be less frequent.
The voabulary of a natural language is strutured so that there are words of dif-
ferent speiity/generality. Aording to WordNet, a rose is a shrub is a plant is an
organism is an objet is an entity. There are at least two pretty obvious reasons for
this. First, in some ases we need to refer to any objet of a large lass, as in take a
seat, while in other ases we need a referene to a narrow lass, as in you're sitting on a
Chippendale. In the dialogue (5) two words, the generi one and the spei one, point
to the same objet.
 I want some Tweakles!
 Candy is bad for your teeth.
(5)
Seond, when ontext provides disambiguation, we tend to use generi words instead
of spei ones. Thus, inhabitants of a large ity environs say I'm going to the ity
and avoid naming it by name. Musiians playing winds all their instrument a horn,
whether it's a trumpet or a tuba. Pet owners say feed the at, although the at has a
name, and some of them perform a seond generalization to feed the beast (also heard
in Russian as íàêîðìè æèâîòíîå). In fat, the word andy in the Tweakles example
fullls both roles at one: it generalizes to all andies, beause all of them are bad
for your teeth, but also it refers to this spei andy by ontextual disambiguation.
We even use the ultimate generi plaeholders like thingy when we dropped it and need
somebody to pik it up for us
11
. A olorful feature of Russian vernaular is the ommon
use of desemantized expletives as generi plaeholders, where whole sentenes omplete
with adjetives and verbs an be formed without a signiant word. What may not
be generally appreiated is that this strategy may, at least in some ases, turn out to
be highly eient. Aording to the author V. Konetsky [20℄, radio ommuniations
of Russian WWII ghter pilots in a dogght environment, where a split-seond delay
an be fatal, onsisted almost entirely of suh pseudo-obsene plaeholder words, as
evidened by reordings. It hardly ould have been so, were it not eient.
The reason for this tendeny to generalize is very probably the Zipan minimization
of eort for the speaker. A so-alled word frequeny eet is known in psyholinguistis,
whereby the more frequent the word the more readily it is retrieved from memory (f.
[21℄, [22℄). However, ontrary to Zipf, it doesn't seem plausible that suh generalization
11
As Ray Bradbury wrote in his 1943 story Doodad: Therefore, we have the birth of inorret semanti
labels that an be used to desribe anything from a hen's nest to a motor-beetle rankase. A doohingey
an be the name of a srub mop or a toupee. It's a term used freely by everybody in a ertain ulture.
A doohingey isn't just one thing. It's a thousand things. WordNet lists several English words under the
denition something whose name is either forgotten or not known. Interestingly, some of these words
(gizmo, gadget, widget) developed a seond sense, a devie that is very useful for a partiular job, and one
(gimmik) similarly ame to also mean any lever (deeptive) maneuver.
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makes understanding more diult for the listener. The whole idea of pithing the
speaker against the listener in the eort minimization tug-of-war appears to y in the
fae of ommuniation as an essentially ooperative phenomenon, where a loss or gain
of one party is a loss or gain of both. Again, we don't have hard data, but intuitively
it seems that when there is only one ity in the ontext of the onversation, it is even
easier for the listener if it's referred to as the ity rather than Mosow or New York. I'm
going to the ity means I'm going you know where while I'm going to London means I'm
going to this one of a thousand plaes where I ould possibly go. The rst expression is
easier not only for the speaker, but for the listener as well, beause one doesn't have
to pull out one's mental map of the world, as with the seond expression. Or, put
in information theoreti terms, the ity arries muh less information than Shanghai
beause the generi word implies a universal set onsisting of one element, while the
proper name implies a muh larger universal set of dozens of toponyms,  but most of
this extra information is junk and has to be ltered out by the listener, if Shanghai is
in fat The City; and this ltering is a wasted eort.
3 Zipf's law and Zipan overings
Organization of words over semanti spae in suh a way that eah element is overed
by a hierarhy of words with dierent extent of meaning makes a lot of sense. In this
way, the speaker an selet a word that refers to the desired element with the desired
degree of preision. Or, rather, the most impreise word that still allows disambiguation
in the given ontext. The benet here is that less preise words are more frequent,
and thus more aessible for both the speaker and the listener, whih an be said to
minimize the eort for both. Another benet is that suh organization is ondutive
to building hierarhial lassiations, whih people are rather disposed to do (whether
that's beause world itself is hierarhially organized, is immaterial here). There are
probably other benets as well.
Here is the simplest possible way to map words to semanti spae in this hierarhial
manner: let word number 1 over the whole of S, words number 2 and 3 over one-half
of S eah, words 4 through 7 over one-quarter of S eah, et. (see Fig. 3). It is easy
to see that this immediately leads to Zipf's distribution. Indeed, the extent of the k-th
word is
µk = 2
−⌈log2 k⌉
(6)
Under the assumption that the frequeny of a word fk is proportional to the extent of
its meaning µk, this is equivalent to (1), exept for the pieewise-onstant harater of
(6), see Fig. 4. What matters here is the overall trend, not the ne detail.
Of ourse, real word meanings do not follow this neat, orderly model literally. But
it gives us an idea of what Zipf's distribution (1) an be good for. Consider a subset
of all words whose frequeny rank is in the range [k, kρ] with some k and ρ > 1. Zipf's
distribution has the following property: the sum of frequenies of words in any suh
subset depends only on the saling exponent ρ (asymptotially with k →∞), sine by
12
Figure 3: Example of a hierarhial organization of semanti spae.
Figure 4: Frequeny distribution for hierarhial model Fig. 3.
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Riemann's formula, it is bounded by inequalities
ln
n
k
=
∫ n
k
dx
x
<
n∑
j=k
1
j
<
∫ n−1
k−1
dx
x
= ln
n− 1
k − 1
(7)
By our basi assumption, word frequeny is proportional to the extent of its meaning.
Thus, we an hoose ρ so that the words in any subset [k, kρ] together ould over
the whole semanti spae S without gaps and overlaps: the sum of their meanings'
measures will be equal to the total measure of S. Of ourse, this does not guarantee
that they do over S in suh a way, but only for Zipf's distribution suh a possibility
exists.
Let us introdue some notation at this point, to avoid bulky desriptions. Let S be
a measurable set with a nite measure µ. Dene overing of S as an arbitrary sequene
of subsets C = {mi},mi ⊂ S, µ(mi) ≥ µ(mi+1). Let the gap of C be the measure of
the part of S not overed by C,
gap(C) = µ(S)− µ(
⋃
mi), (8)
and let overlap of C be the measure of the part overed by more than one mi,
overlap(C) = µ({x|x ∈ more than one mi}) = µ({x|x ∈
⋃
i 6=j
mi ∩mj}) (9)
Finally, dene (ρ, k)-layer of C as subsequene {mi}, i ∈ [k, kρ] for any starting rank
k > 0 and some saling exponent ρ > 1.
With these denitions, dene Zipan overing as an innite overing suh that for
some ρ, both gap and overlap of (ρ, k)-layers vanish as k → ∞. This means that
all words with ranks in any range [k, kρ] over the totality of S and do not overlap
(asymptotially in k →∞). Or, to look at it from a dierent point of view, eah point
in S is overed by a sequene of words with more and more preise (narrow, spei)
meanings, with preision growing in geometri progression with exponent ρ. Again,
this organization of semanti spae would make a lot of sense, sine it ensures the
homogeneity of the universal lassiation: preision of terms inreases by a onstant
fator eah time you desend to the next level. This is why the exponent B = 1 in (2)
is speial: with other exponents one doesn't get the sale-free overing.
The overing in Fig. 3 is an example of Zipan overing, though a somewhat de-
generate one. We will not disuss the existene of other Zipan overings in the strit
mathematial sense, sine the real language has only a nite number of words anyway,
so the limit of an innite word rank is unphysial. We need this as a strit denition of
an idealized model whih is presumably in an approximate orrespondene with reality.
Note though that sine
∑n
1 1/j grows indenitely as n → ∞, Zipf's law an be
normalized only if ut o at some rank N . The nature of this ut-o beomes very
lear in the present model: the language does not need words with arbitrary narrow
meanings, beause suh meanings are more eiently represented by ombinations of
words.
However, as noted above, demonstrating that Zipf's law satises some kind of op-
timality ondition alone is not suient. One needs to demonstrate the existene of a
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plausible loal dynamis that ould be responsible for the evolution towards the optimal
state. To this end, we now turn to the mehanisms and regularities of word meaning
hange.
4 Zipan overings and avoidane of exessive syn-
onymy
Word meanings hange as languages evolve. This is a rule, rather than an exeption
(see, e.g. [23℄, [24℄; most of the examples below ome from these two soures). There are
various reasons for semanti hange, among them need, other hanges in the language,
soial fators, bleahing of old words, et. Some regularities an be observed in
the diretion of the hange. Thus, in many languages, words that denote grasping of
physial objets with hands develop the seondary meaning of understanding, grasping
of ideas with mind: Eng. omprehend and grasp, Fr. omprendre, Rus. ïîíèìàòü and
ñõâàòûâàòü, Germ. fassen illustrate various stages of this development. Likewise, Eng.
lear and Rus. ÿñíûé, ïðîçðà÷íûé illustrate the drift from optial properties to mental
qualities. As a less spetaular, but ubiquitous example onsider metonymi extension
from ation to its result, as in Eng. wiring and Rus. ïðîâîäêà (idem). There may also
be deeper and more pervasive regularities [25℄. Paths from old to new meanings are
usually lassied in terms of metaphor, metonymy, speialization, ellipsis, et. [26℄.
Polysemy, multipliity of meanings, is pervasive in language: ases of monosemy
are not very typial [24℄; We know of no evidene that language evolution has made
languages less ambiguous [27℄; word polysemy does not prevent people from under-
standing eah other [24℄. There is no lear-ut distintion between polysemy and
homonymy, but sine Zipf's law deals with typographi words, we do not have to make
this distintion. In the meaning as mapping paradigm, one an speak of dierent
senses
12
of a polysemous word as subsets of its entire meaning. Senses may be separate
(f. sweet: `tasting like sugar' and `amiable'
13
), they may overlap (ground: `region,
territory, ountry' and `land, estate, possession'), or one may be a strit subset of the
other (ball: `any round or roundish body' and `a spherial body used to play with').
Note that auses, regularity and paths of semanti hange are not important for
our purposes, sine we are only onerned here with the extent, or sope, of meaning.
And that an hange by three more or less distint proesses: extension, formation, and
disappearane of senses (although the distintion between extension and formation is
as fuzzy as the distintion between polysemy and homonymy).
Extension is illustrated by the history of Eng. bread whih initially meant `(bread)
rumb, morsel' ([23℄, p. 11), or Rus. ïàëåö, `nger, toe', initially `thumb' ([24℄, p. 197
198). With extension, the sope of meaning inreases.
Formation of new senses may ause inrease in meaning sope or no hange, if the
new sense is a strit subset of the existing ones. This often happens through ellipsis,
suh as with Eng. ar, `automobile' < motor ar [23℄, p. 299 or parallel Rus. ìàøèíà
12
This should not be onfused with the dihotomy of sense and meaning. Here we use the word sense as
in the ditionary gave several senses of the word.
13
Denitions here and below are from 1913 edition of Webster's ditionary.
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< àâòîìàøèíà. In this ase, the word initialy denotes a large lass of objets, while
a noun phrase or a ompound with this word denotes a sublass. If the sublass
is important enough, the speier of the phrase an be dropped (via generalization
disussed above), and this ellipti usage is reinterpreted as a new, speialized meaning.
Meanings an derease in sope as a result of a sense dropping out of use. Consider
Eng. loaf < OE hlaf, `bread'. Shematially one an say that the broad sense `bread
in all its forms' disappears, while the more speial sense `a lump of bread as it omes
from the oven' persists. Likewise, Fr. hef, initially `head as part of body', must have
rst aquired the new sense `hief, senior' by metaphor, and only then lost the original
meaning.
In the mapping paradigm, fading of arhai words an also be interpreted as nar-
rowing of meaning. Consider Rus. ïåðñò, 'nger (arh., poet.)'. The referene domain
of this word is almost the same as that of ïàëåö 'nger (neut.)' (exluding the sense
`toe'), but its use is severely limited beause of a strong avor. Thus, meaning sope is
redued here along the onnotation dimension. But sine we onsider both denotation
and onnotation as onstituents of meaning, narrowing of either amounts to narrowing
of meaning. Both types of narrowing are similar in that they tend to preserve stable
ompounds, like meatloaf or îäèí, êàê ïåðñò `lone as a nger'.
There is no symmetry between broadening and narrowing of meaning. Develop-
ment of new senses naturally happens all the time without our really notiing it. But
narrowing is typially a result of ompetition between words (exept for the relatively
rare ases where a word drops out of use beause the objet it denoted disappears).
Whatever driving fores there were, but hlaf lost its generi sense only beause it was
supplanted by the expanding bread, hef was replaed by the expressive tete < testa,
`rok, pot', and ïåðñò by ïàëåö (possibly, also as an expressive replaement).
This is summarized by Hok and Joseph [23℄ (p. 236):
[...℄ omplete synonymy  where two phonetially distint words would
express exatly the same range of meanings  is highly disfavored. [...℄
where other types of linguisti hange ould give rise to omplete synonymy,
we see that languages  or more aurately, their speakers  time and
again seek ways to remedy the situation by dierentiating the two words
semantially.
And by Maslov [24℄, p. 201:
[...℄ sine lexial units of the language are in systemi relationships with eah
other via semanti elds, synonymi sets, and antonymi pairs, it is natural
that hanges in one element of a mirosystem entails hanges in other related
elements.
One important feature of this proess of avoiding exessive synonymy is that words
ompete only if their meanings are similar in sope. That is, a word whose meaning
overlaps with that of a signiantly more general word, will not feel the pressure of
ompetition. As disussed earlier, the language needs (or rather its speakers need)
words of dierent sope of meaning, so both the more general and the more spei
words retain relevane. This is in a way similar to the eet reported by Wasow et
al [27℄ where it was found (both by geneti simulation and by studying polysemous
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word use in Brown Corpus) that polysemy persists if one of the senses is signiantly
more ommon than the other. Despite the fat that this result is related to polysemy
rather than to synonymy, it also an be interpreted as an evidene that meanings do
not interat (ompete) if they are suiently dierent in sope, whether they belong
to the same word (polysemy) or to dierent words (synonymy).
Summarizing the above, one an say that meanings tend to inrease in sope, unless
they ollide with other meanings of a similar sope, while meanings of signiantly
dierent sope do not interat. But this looks just like a reipe for the development of
approximately Zipan overings disussed in the previous setion! Indeed, this kind of
evolution ould lead to semanti spae being overed almost without gaps and overlaps
by eah subset of all words of approximately the same sope. In order to substantiate
this idea two numerial models were developed.
5 Numerial models
The models simulate the two basi proesses by whih word meanings hange in extent:
generalization and speialization. They are very shemati and are not intended to be
realisti. We model the semanti spae by the interval S = [0, 1] and word meanings
by sub-intervals on it. The evolution of the sub-intervals is governed by the following
algorithms.
Generalization model
1. Start with a number N of zero-length intervals ri ⊂ S randomly distributed on S.
2. At eah step, grow eah interval symmetrially by a small length δ, if it is not
frozen (see below).
3. If two unfrozen intervals interset, freeze one of them (the one to freeze is seleted
randomly).
4. Go to step 2 if there is more than one unfrozen interval left, otherwise stop.
Informally, words in the generalization model have a natural tendeny to extend
their meanings, unless this would ause exessive synonymy. If two expanding words
ollide, one of them stops growing. The other one an eventually enompass it om-
pletely, but that is not onsidered to be exessive synonymy, sine by that time, the
growing word is signiantly more generi, and words of dierent generality do not
ompete.
Speialization model
1. Start with a number N of intervals, whose enters are randomly distributed on S
and lengths are uniformly distributed on [0, 1].
2. For eah pair of intervals ri, rj , if they interset and their lengths li, lj satisfy
1/γ < li/lj < γ, derease the smaller interval by the length of their intersetion.
3. Continue until there is nothing left to hange.
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The speialization model simulates avoidane of exessive synonymy where syn-
onyms ompete and one supplants the other in their ommon area. Parameter γ deter-
mines by how muh the two words an dier in extent and still ompete.
Both these models reliably generate interval sets with sizes distributed by Zipf's
law with exponent B = 1. The generalization model is parameter-free (exept for
the number of intervals, whih is not essential as long as it is large enough). The
speialization model is surprisingly robust with respet to its only parameter γ: we ran
it with γ ∈ [1.1, 10] with the same result  see Fig. 5. It is interesting to note that
with γ = 1.1, speialization model even reprodues the low-rank behavior of the atual
rank distributions, but it is not lear whether this is a mere oinidene or something
deeper.
Figure 5: Zipf's law generated by speialization and generalization models.
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Both models also generate interval sizes that approximately satisfy the denition of
Zipan overing. That is, if we onsider the subset of all intervals between ranks of k
and ρk, they should over the whole [0, 1] interval with no gap and overlap  for some
xed ρ and asymptotially in k → ∞. Fig. 6 shows the gap, i.e. the total measure
of that part of S not overed by these intervals, as a funtion of the starting rank k.
Saling parameter ρ was hosen so that the sum of interval lengths between ranks k
and kρ was approximately equal to 1. The fat that the gap indeed beomes very small
demonstrates that the overing is approximately Zipan. This eet does not follow
from the Zipf's law alone, beause it depends not only on the size distribution, but also
on where the intervals are loated on S. On the other hand, Zipf's distribution does
follow from the Zipanness of the overing.
Of ourse, these models provide but an extremely rude simulation of the linguis-
ti proesses. However the robustness of the result suggests that quite possibly they
represent a muh larger lass of proesses that an lead to Zipan overings and hene
Zipf's distributions under the same very basi assumptions.
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Figure 6: The gap of (k, ρ)-layer dereases with inreasing k.
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6 Disussion
To summarize, we propose the following.
1. Word meanings have a tendeny to broaden.
2. On the other hand, there is a tendeny to avoid exessive synonymy, whih oun-
terats the broadening.
3. Synonymy avoidane does not apply to any two words that dier signiantly in
the extent of their meanings.
4. As a result of this, word meanings evolve in suh a way as to develop a multi-layer
overing of the semanti spae, where eah layer onsists of words of approximately
the same broadness of meaning, with minimal gap and overlap.
5. We all arrangements of this sort Zipan overings. It is straighforward to show
that they possess Zipf's distribution with exponent B = 1.
6. Sine word frequeny is likely to be in a diret relationship with the broadness of
its meaning, Zipf's distribution for one of them entails the same distribution for
the other.
This model is rooted in linguisti realities and demonstrates the evolutionary path
for the language to develop Zipf's distribution of word frequenies. Not only it predits
the power law, but also explains the spei exponent B = 1. Even though we argue
that Zipan overings are in some sense optimal, we do not need this optimality to be
the driving fore, and an in fat do entirely away with this notion, beause the loal
dynamis of meaning expansion and synonymy avoidane is suient. The meaning
of Zipf's distribution beomes very lear in this proposal.
The greatest weakness of the model is that it is based upon a rather vague theory
of meaning. The assumption of proportionality of word frequeny to the extent of its
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meaning is natural (indeed, if one aepts the view that meaning is usage, it beomes
outright tautologial), but it is unverifyable as long as we have no independent way to
measure both quantities or at least ompare meaning extents of dierent words. On
the other hand, omparison of meaning extent of the same word at dierent historial
stages is a less ill-dened notion. See also Appendix B. Further studies are neessary
to larify this issue. As one possibility, a diret estimate of word meaning extent might
be obtained on the basis of the Mosow semanti shool's MeaningText Theory (e.g.
[28℄, [29℄), whih provides a well-developed framework for desribing meanings.
The treatment in this work was restrited to the linguisti domain. However, as is
well known, Zipf's law is observed in many other domains. The mehanism of ompet-
itive growth proposed here ould be appliable to some of them. Whenever one has
entities that a) exhibit the tendeny to grow, and b) ompete only with like-sized enti-
ties, the same mehanism will lead to Zipan overing of the territory and onsequently
to Zipf's distribution of sizes.
Appendix A: Mandelbrot's model revisited
Mandelbrot set up to demonstrate that Zipf's law ould be derived from the assump-
tion that the language is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the average ratio of
prodution ost to information ontent. The ost of produing a word was hosen
to be proportional to the number of letters in it, and information ontent was dened
to be the Shannon's entropy. It is well known that the maximum entropy per letter
is ahieved by random sequenes of letters, just beause entropy is a measure of un-
preditability, and random sequenes are the most unpreditable. Thus, under these
assumptions the optimal language is the one where eah sequene of n letters is as
frequent as any other. But we already know from the analysis of the random typing
model that this does produe the Zipf's distribution.
Mandelbrot understood well the relationship between his optimality model and ran-
dom typing model and remarked in [5℄ that these variants are fully equivalent mathe-
matially, but they appeal to suh dierent intuitions that the strongest ritis of one
may be the strongest partisans of another. However the optimality model provides a
framework that an be extended beyond this equivalene.
First of all, let us briey reprodue the mathematial derivation of the Zipf's law
from the optimality priniple. Let k be the frequeny rank of the word wk, let its
frequeny (normalized so that the sum of all frequenies is unity) be pk, and the ost
of produing word wk be Ck. It makes sense to leave the funtion Ck unspeied for as
long as possible. The word's information ontent, or entropy, is related to its frequeny
pk as Hk = − log2 pk. The average ost per word is given by
C =
∑
k
pkCk (10)
and the average entropy per word by
H = −
∑
k
pk log2 pk. (11)
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One an now ask what frequeny distribution {pk} satisfying
∑
k pk = 1 will minimize
the ost ratio C∗ = C/H.
We an use the standard method of Lagrange multipliers to nd the minimum of
C∗, given the normalization onstraint on pk:
∂
∂pk
(C∗ + λ
∑
j
pj) = 0 (12)
Here the value of Langrange multiplier λ is to be determined later so as to normalize
the frequenies. Performing the dierentiation in (12), we obtain
Ck
H
+
C
H2
(log2 pk + 1)− λ = 0,∀k (13)
This expresses the frequenies pk given osts Ck:
pk = λ
′2−HCk/C , (14)
where we denoted
λ′ = 2λH
2/C−1. (15)
Thus, λ′ is an arbitrary onstant that we an use diretly to normalize frequenies.
Now, one the ost Ck of eah word is known or assumed, eq. (14) yields the frequeny
distribution for the words. Note though that to obtain a losed-form solution, one also
needs to onsistently determine the onstants C and H in the RHS of (14) from their
respetive denitions (10) and (11).
Now, it is easy to see from eq. (14) that a power law for frequenies ould only result
from the ansatz
Ck = C0 log2 k (16)
whih leads to
pk = λ
′k−B , B = H
C0
C
(17)
(note that C ∝ C0, so C0/C doesn't depend on C0). How ould one justify eq. (16)?
In Mandelbrot's original formulation, as we already mentioned, the ost of a word was
assumed to be proportional to its length, and then the only way to get the logarith-
mi dependeny on the rank, is to assume that the number of distint words grows
exponentially with length. It is not neessary in this formulation to postulate that
any ombination of letters of a given length is equally probable, but even this weaker
requirement is not realisti for natural languages, as demonstrated by Fig. 2.
There is however a muh more plausible argument in favor of the desired ansatz (16),
whih does not depend on any assumptions about word length at all. Suppose words
are stored in some kind of an addressable memory. For simpliity, one an imagine a
linear array of memory ells, eah ontaining one word. Then, the ost of retrieving the
word in the k-th ell an be assumed to be proportional to the length of its address,
that is to the minimum number of bits (or neuron rings, say) needed to speify the
address. And this is preisely log2 k. Of ourse, this doesn't depend on memory being
in any real sense linear.
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It's important to note that this is not just a dierent justiation, beause with it
the optimality model is no longer equivalent to the random typing model. Let us now
proeed to solving (17). From the normalization ondition for frequenies, we get
pk =
1
ζ(B)
k−B (18)
where ζ is the Riemann zeta-funtion ζ(s) =
∑∞
1 n
−s
. But this is not the end of the
story, sine B is related to H and C via eq. (17), and they in turn depend on B via pk.
This amounts to an equation for the power law exponent B, whih thus is not arbitrary.
By substituting (18) bak into (10) and (11), we get
C =
C0
ζ(B)
∞∑
1
k−B log2 k (19)
H =
B
ζ(B)
∞∑
1
k−B log2 (kζ(B)
−1/B) (20)
It is now easy to see that B = HC0/C an only be satised when ζ(B) = 1, whih
implies B →∞. This is not a very enouraging result, sine it means that the minimum
ost per unit information is ahieved when there's only one word in use, and both ost
and information vanish.
This onlusion is borne out by a simple numerial simulation. Reall that in
Setion 2, we noted that ost ratio optimization an be ahieved via loal dynam-
is. Namely, if speakers notie that a word's individual information/ost ratio is below
average, they start using it less, and onversly, if the ratio is favorable, the word's
frequeny inreases. It is hard to tell a priori whether this proess would onverge
to a stationary distribution, so numerial simulation was performed. The following
algorithm implements this dynamis:
Cost ratio optimization algorithm
1. Initialize an array of N frequenies pk with random numbers and normalize them.
2. Calulate average ost and information per word aording to (10), (11).
3. For eah k = 1, . . . , N , alulate ost ratio for the k-th word as C∗k = Ck/Hk =
log2 k/ log2 pk. If it is within the interval [(1 − γ)C
∗, (1 + γ)C∗], where γ is a
parameter, leave pk unhanged. Otherwise inrease pk by a onstant fator if
ost ratio is above the average or derease it by the same fator if it is below the
average.
4. If no frequenies were hanged, stop.
5. Reorder words (i.e. reassign ranks in the dereasing order of frequeny), renor-
malize frequenies and repeat from step 2.
This proedure quikly leads to the state where all frequenies but one are zero.
So the ansatz (16) does not eventually lead to the desired result. It is probably this
problem that prompted Mandelbrot to propose a modiation to the Zipf's law. In his
own words ([5℄, p. 356),
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...it seems worth pointing out that it has not been obtained by mere urve
tting: in attempting to explain the rst approximation law, i(r, k) =
(1/10)kr−1, I invariably obtained the more general seond approximation,
and only later did I realize that this more general formula was neessary and
basially suient to t the empirial data.
It turns out that the degeneray problem an be avoided by the following modiation
of the ost funtion ansatz:
Ck = C0 log2 (k + k0) (21)
It looks rather naturally if we again imagine the linear memory, but this time with
rst k0 ells not oupied by useful words. Substitution of (21) into (14) yields Zipf
Mandelbrot law
pk =
1
ζ(B, 1 + k0)
(k + k0)
−B
(22)
where ζ is now the Hurwitz zeta funtion, ζ(s, q) =
∑∞
0 (n + q)
−s
.
ZipfMandelbrot formula has the potential of orretly approximating not only the
power law, but also the initial, low-rank range of the real frequeny distributions,
whih atten out at k < 10 or so. But remember again that the seond part of (17),
B = HC0/C, needs to be satised, whih means that parameters k0 and B are not
independent. This is rarely, if ever, mentioned in the literature, while it is a rather
important onstraint. Substituting (22) into (10) and (11) and noting that
∂
∂s
ζ(s, q) = −
∞∑
0
(n+ q)−s ln(n+ q) (23)
we obtain
C = −
C0
ln 2
ζ ′(B, 1 + k0)
ζ(B, 1 + k0)
(24)
H = ln ζ(B, 1 + k0)−
B
ln 2
ζ ′(B, 1 + k0)
ζ(B, 1 + k0)
(25)
B = HC0/C (26)
where ζ ′ is the derivative over the rst argument. After simple transformations this
redues to
B = B −
ln ζ(B, 1 + k0)
ln ζ ′(B, 1 + k0)
ln 2 (27)
that is
ζ(B, 1 + k0) = 1 (28)
When k0 → 0, B → ∞, as previously. In the oppposite limit, k0 → ∞, the Zipan
exponent B tends to 1, but extremely slowly. To see this, let k0 be a large integer.
Then,
ζ(B, 1 + k0) = ζ(B)−
k0∑
1
n−B (29)
In order to ompensate for the innite growth of the seond term as k0 →∞, B must
tend to 1, where Riemann's zeta funtion has a pole. Let B = 1 + ǫ, ǫ≪ 1, then
ζ(B) = O(1/ǫ) (30)
k0∑
1
n−B = O
(
1
ǫ
k−ǫ0
)
(31)
whene kǫ0 = O(1), or B = 1 +O(1/ ln k0).
The relationship between B and k0 an be alulated numerially, but this would
not tell us whether the resulting solution is stable with respet to the loal dynamis
desribed above. Running the loal dynamis model shows that, in ontrast to the ase
k0 = 0, the model does onverge to a stable solution desribed by (22), as shown in
Fig. 7.
Figure 7: ZipfMandelbrot law with dierent values of k0. Real frequeny distribution (not
to sale) and Zipf's law are shown for omparison.
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However, as is readily seen from the gure, no values of k0 yield a satisfatory
approximation to the atual distribution. For small k0, the slope is still signiantly
steeper than −1, but for larger k0, the attened portion spreads too far. Thus, with
k0 = 10, the slope is still about −1.4, but the power law starts at about k = 100, while
in the atual distribution it begins after k = 10.
To sum up, ZipfMandelbrot law an be obtained from a model optimizing the
information/ost ratio with no assumptions about word lengths. This model is not
equivalent to the random typing model, and allows the optimum to be ahieved via loal
dynamis, i.e. in a ausal, rather than teleologial manner. However, the distributions
obtained in this way do not provide a reasonable t to the atual distributions. In
addition, the loal dynamis is not onviningly realisti, as pointed out in Setion 2.
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Appendix Â: Meaning and frequeny
In this Appendix we'll onsider some evidene in favor of the hypothesis that word
frequeny is proportional to the extent of its meaning. Far from being a systemati
study, this is rather a methodologial sketh. This study was done in Russian, the
author's native language. In the English text we'll attempt to provide translations
and/or equivalents wherever possible.
Stritly speaking, one ould prove the hypothesis only if an expliit measure of
meaning extent is proposed. However the frequeny hypothesis allows to make some
veriable preditions. Suppose that some head word w0 has a set of partial synonyms
and/or hyponyms (spei words) {w10 , . . . , w
n
0 }, whose meanings together over the
meaning of w0 without gaps and overlaps. Then, by denition, their total meaning
extent is equal to that of w0. In that ase, the frequeny hypothesis predits that the
sum total of hyponym frequenies should be lose to the frequeny of the head word.
There's hardly very many suh examples in the real language. First, pure hyponyms
are not very ommon; it is more ommon for words to have interseting meanings, suh
as with ïëîõîé, `bad, poor', and õóäîé, 'skinny; torn, leaky; bad, poor'. Seond, only
in rare ases one an state ondently that the hyponyms over the whole meaning of
the head word. For example, in the domain of ne arts, íàòþðìîðò `still life', ïåéçàæ
`landsape', and ïîðòðåò `portrait' are pure hyponyms of the word êàðòèíà `piture',
but there exist other genres of painting that an't be aounted for with frequeny
ditionary, sine their names are phrases, rather than single words (æàíðîâàÿ ñöåíà
'genre painting', áàòàëüíîå ïîëîòíî 'battle-piee').
Nevertheless, examples of this type do exist. Table 6 ontains frequenies of the
head word äåðåâî, äåðåâöî 'tree; also dimin.' and of the spei tree names found in
the frequeny ditionary [2℄. We omitted words denoting primarily the fruit or bloom of
the orresponding tree, suh as ãðóøà `pear', âèøíÿ `sour herry', ðÿáèíà `rowan' èëè
ìàãíîëèÿ `magnolia'. To ount them orretly, one would have to know the fration of
word instanes denoting the tree speially, and we don't have this data.
From the table one an see that the sum of frequenies of spei tree names is very
lose to the frequeny of the head word (we'll onsider the physiist's error margin
of 20% to be aeptable). Possibly, the word ïàëüìà `palm tree' ould be removed
from the list: it is not lear why it turned out to be the sixth frequent tree in Russian-
language texts before ëèïà `linden' è ÿáëîíÿ `apple tree'. However, small hanges in
the list will not oneptually aet the result.
This is just one example of many. Table 2 ontains the frequenies of ommon ower
names. They also sum up very lose to the frequeny of the word öâåòîê (öâåòî÷åê)
'ower; also dimin.'. (The word êîëîêîëü÷èê 'small bell; bluebell', frequeny 11.08, is
omitted here, sine primarily it denotes a bell, and not a ower.) Possibly, subtrating
the frequenies of gurative meanings of words like ðîçà `rose', would still improve the
result.
Names of berries also follow this pattern, see table 3. (Here and below, we list in
the table aptions some words not found in the ditionary, apparently beause their
frequeny is less than one per million.) The dierene is somewhat greater in this ase,
but we should take into aount that ìàëèíà and êëþêâà possess ative gurative
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Table 1: Tree.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
äåðåâî `tree' 224.52 ñîñíà `pine' 38.07
äåðåâöî 'tree dimin.' 8.08 äóá `oak' 27.24
åëêà `r' 26.57
áåðåçà `birh' 24.36
òîïîëü `poplar' 17.75
ïàëüìà `palm tree' 16.96
ëèïà `linden' 13.89
ÿáëîíÿ `apple tree' 13.41
èâà `willow' 7.96
êåäð `edar' 7.77
êëåí `maple' 7.53
îñèíà `aspen' 6.79
ëèñòâåííèöà `larh' 6.00
åëü `r' 4.84
îðåøíèê `lbert' 4.84
âÿç `elm' 3.31
ïèõòà `r' 3.24
êèïàðèñ `ypress' 3.18
ýâêàëèïò `eualyptus' 2.51
îëüõà `alder' 1.96
ÿñåíü `ash' 1.90
âåòëà `willow' 1.84
áóê `beeh' 1.78
ïëàòàí `platan' 1.71
sum 232.60 sum 246.82
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Table 2: Flower.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
öâåòîê `ower' 134.85 ðîçà `rose' 41.50
öâåòî÷åê (dimin.) 11.87 ìàê `poppy' 27.91
òþëüïàí `tulip' 12
îäóâàí÷èê `dandellion' 11.32
ñèðåíü `lila' 9.92
ðîìàøêà `daisy' 8.63
ëèëèÿ `lily' 7.65
ãâîçäèêà `arnation' 7.35
ïîäñîëíóõ `sunower' 5.02
÷åðåìóõà `bird herry' 4.84
ëþòèê `butterup' 4.10
èàëêà `violet' 4.22
âàñèëåê `ornower' 3.61
ëàíäûø `lily of the valley' 2.94
õðèçàíòåìà `hrysanthemum' 2.82
êðîêóñ `rous' 2.26
íàðöèññ `daodil' 2.20
ãåðàíü `geranium' 2.02
àñòðà `aster' 1.90
ïîäñíåæíèê `snowdrop' 1.78
íåçàáóäêà `forget-me-not' 1.65
ãëàäèîëóñ `gladiolus' 1.29
îðõèäåÿ `orhid' 1.29
ïèîí `peony' 1.22
sum 146.72 sum 169.44
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and idiomati meanings in Russian (resp., `a riminal at' and an approximate equiv-
alent of 'red herring'). Besides, it is not quite lear whether the herries âèøíÿ and
÷åðåøíÿ truly belong in this list: rst, a onsiderable number of instanes will refer to
orresponding trees, not fruits, and seond, we are not ertain whether the designation
ÿãîäà `berry' is appropriate for them. For instane, in the lassial Dahl's ditionary,
the entry for herry starts with A tree and its frut..., while the entry for ranberry or
raspberry starts with A bush and its berry.... Of ourse, for the purposes of this work,
it is a matter of lexiography, rather than botany.
Table 3: Berry. Not in ditionary: gooseberry, loudberry, andbilberry.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
ÿãîäà `berry' 25.83 ìàëèíà `raspberry' 7.59
ÿãîäêà (dimin.) 3.00 âèøíÿ `sour herry' 6.98
çåìëÿíèêà `wild strawberry' 5.69
ðÿáèíà `rowan berry' 3.86
ñìîðîäèíà `urrant' 3.98
êëóáíèêà `strawberry' 3.12
êëþêâà `ranberry' 2.94
áðóñíèêà `lingonberry' 2.82
÷åðíèêà `blueberry' 2.69
åæåâèêà `blakberry' 2.08
÷åðåøíÿ `herry' 1.47
sum 28.83 sum 43.22
without herries 34.77
In all the three examples, we didn't have to fae the question of how to prove that
the hyponyms indeed over the head word's meaning without overlaps (an objet an't
be both a gooseberry and a blueberry) and gaps (eah berry has a spei name).
However, some subtleties an already be found here. Thus, if â ñîðîê ïÿòü áàáà
ÿãîäêà îïÿòü (a proverb; lit.: at 45 a woman is a berry again) this berry is none
of the berries we listed. On the other hand, âîðîâñêàÿ ìàëèíà (`a riminal at'; lit.:
thieves' raspberry) is not a berry. In this partiular ase, there is no doubt that suh
non-literal usage will not appreiably aet the results; what's more important, it is
possible, at least in priniple, to aount for it by studying texts. Below we'll enounter
muh greater diulties, whih require systemati and more formal approahes.
A somewhat dierent example is given in table 4, ontaining a lassiation of meat
produe, whih is pretty haoti from a logiian's point of view, but quite ommon
in everyday use. We'll note that although a sausage an ontain beef or pork, the
meanings of words êîëáàñà `sausage' and ãîâÿäèíà `beef' do not interset (or interset
negligibly). The same an be said about other word pairs in the table. For the non-
Russian reader, it should be noted that ìÿñî does not have many extended meanings
of English meat, and means pratally nothing beyond 'the esh of animals used as
food'. But are all the hyponym meanings really ontained within the meaning of the
word ìÿñî `meat'? For instane, an we say that ïàøòåò `pate' ⊂ ìÿñî `meat' (we
will denote the relationships between meanings with mathematial symbols of subset,
intersetion, and union ⊂,∩,∪)? The evidene in favor of this statement is provided
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by loutions like Âîçüìè ïàøòåò, òåáå íàäî åñòü áîëüøå ìÿñà ('Take some pate,
you need meat to reover').
Table 4: Meat. Not in ditionary: ðîìøòåêñ `rump steak', øíèöåëü `shnitzel'.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
ìÿñî `meat' 84.47 êîëáàñà `sausage, bologna' 39.48
êîòëåòà `utlet' 11.81
ñîñèñêà `sausage' 9.12
âåò÷èíà `ham' 6.49
áàðàíèíà `(meat of) lamb' 5.88
ñâèíèíà `pork' 5.82
áèøòåêñ `steak' 4.96
ãîâÿäèíà `beef' 4.22
àðø `ground meat' 3.12
ïàøòåò `pate' 3.06
òåëÿòèíà `veal' 2.57
ñàðäåëüêà `wiener' 1.78
îòáèâíàÿ `hop' 1.47
êîòëåòêà `utlet (dimin.)' 1.22
sum 84.47 sum 101.00
So far, we only onsidered head words from a mid-frequeny range (the most fre-
quent, äåðåâî `tree' has a rank of 435). But the supporting data an be found among
high-frequeny words as well. Table 5 lassies humans by age and gender (the rank
of the word ÷åëîâåê `human, person' is 33; it is ounted together with its plural form,
ëþäè). As an aside, we note the urious fat that the most frequent words for male
and female persons ome in exatly opposite order in terms of age: in the order of
dereasing frequeny we have ñòàðèê `old man', ìàëü÷èê `boy', ïàðåíü `lad, guy',
ìóæ÷èíà `man', but æåíùèíà `woman', äåâóøêà `young woman', äåâî÷êà `young
girl', ñòàðóõà 'old woman'. Also, the net frequeny of all the male terms (1377) is
pratially the same as the net frequeny of all the female terms (1339). Frequeny is
rather uniformly distributed over age groups as well.
There are new diulties in this ase: obviously, there are signiant intersetions
between the meanings of some hyponyms. This is mostly beause
ìàëü÷èê, äåâî÷êà `boy, girl' ⊂ (ðåáåíîê `hild' ∪ äèòÿ `hild' ∪ ìëàäåíåö `baby')
(a boy or a girl is almost neessarily a hild or a baby)
14
. Indeed, the net frequeny
of the words ðåáåíîê, äèòÿ, ìëàäåíåö `hild, baby' is 637.7, and the net frequeny
of the words ìàëü÷èê, äåâî÷êà, ìàëü÷èøêà, äåâ÷îíêà, ïàöàí, ïàðåíåê, ïàðíèøêà,
ìàëü÷îíîê `boy, girl' is 702.94, whih is pretty lose. So we an subtrat the net fre-
queny of the neutral terms from the sum of frequenies, whih makes the net frequeny
of the rest of hyponyms very lose to the frequeny of the head word ÷åëîâåê `human'.
14
Of ourse, there are exeptions here, too. Compare a quote from abovementioned Viktor Konetsky: A
ftyish groery store saleswoman is universally alled äåâóøêà (girl), even though she has ve hildren.
And I one heard older female road workers going for lunh say: Let's go, girls! Suh a girl is not a hild.
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Table 5: Human.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
÷åëîâåê `human' 2945.47 ðåáåíîê `hild' 593.50
æåíùèíà `woman' 584.32
ñòàðèê `old man' 313.64
ìàëü÷èê `boy' 290.81
äåâóøêà `young woman' 286.53
ïàðåíü `lad, guy' 258.74
ìóæ÷èíà `man' 252.98
äåâî÷êà `young girl' 191.04
ñòàðóõà `old woman' 105.89
ìàëü÷èøêà `boy (derog.)' 92.55
äåâèöà `girl; virgin' 59.86
äåâ÷îíêà `young girl (derog.)' 58.95
þíîøà `young man' 58.09
ñòàðóøêà `old woman (dimin.)' 52.21
ñòàðè÷îê `old man (dimin.)' 40.95
ïàöàí `boy (dial., olloq.)' 24.91
ìëàäåíåö `baby' 27.18
ïàðåíåê `boy, dimin. of lad' 21.73
ïàðíèøêà `boy, dimin. of lad' 19.95
äèòÿ `hild' 17.02
ìàëü÷îíîê `boy (dimin.)' 3.00
sum 2945.47 sum 3353.85
without neut. terms 2716.15
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The frequeny hypothesis works with words of relatively low frequeny as well: see
tables 6 (ðûáà `sh') and 7 (çàáîð `fene').
Table 6: Fish. Not in ditionary: êðàñíîïåðêà `rudd', ñàëàêà `sprat', ïàëòóñ `halibut',
ñòàâðèäà `sad', íîòàòåíèÿ, òóíåö `tuna', êåàëü `mullet', íàëèì `burbot', ïëîòâà
`roah', ñåâðþãà `sturgeon', ïåñêàðü `gudgeon', ìóðåíà `moray', îìóëü `omul'.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
ðûáà `sh' 120.03 ñàçàí `sazan' 16.47
ðûáêà (dimin.) 20.02 êàðàñü `ruian' 14.63
àêóëà `shark' 10.77
ñåëåäêà `herring' 9.61
êàðï `arp' 9.24
ùóêà `pike' 9.06
ñîì `atsh' 8.20
ñêàò `ray' 6.98
ñóäàê `pike perh' 6.06
ëåù `bream' 5.51
îðåëü `trout' 4.53
îêóíü `perh' 4.41
âîáëà `vobla' 2.94
êàìáàëà `ounder' 2.88
óãîðü `eel' 2.82
ëîñîñü `salmon' 2.57
òðåñêà `od' 2.14
ñåëüäü `herring' 2.08
õåê `hake' 2.02
ñåìãà `salmon' 1.78
îñåòð `sturgeon' 1.59
åðø `ru' 1.59
ñàðäèíà `sardine' 1.53
ñòåðëÿäü `sterlet' 1.47
ñêóìáðèÿ `makerel' 1.22
áåëóãà `beluga' 1.10
ãîðáóøà `salmon' 1.10
sum 140.05 sum 134.43
Let us now onsider other parts of speeh. Two simple examples with adjetives
an be found in tables 8 (ñòàðûé `old') and 9 (êðàñíûé `red'). A more ompliated
example is given by the word áîëüøîé `big, large' shown in table 10. The net frequeny
of hyponyms signiantly (by a quarter) exeeds the frequeny of the head word. This is
as expeted, sine some of the hyponyms' meanings denitely interset: thus, îãðîìíûé
and ãðîìàäíûé are as lose to exat synonyms as it gets (f. Eng. huge and enormous).
However there's a possibility for a deeper and more interesting analysis here.
Consider loutions 3241.
Is this a raspberry or a strawberry? (32)
*Is this a strawberry or a berry? (33)
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Table 7: Fene. Not in ditionary: ïàëèñàä.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
çàáîð `fene' 66.72 îãðàäà `fene' 25.83
èçãîðîäü `fene, hedge' 10.59
ïëåòåíü `wiker fene' 9.61
÷àñòîêîë `stake fene' 5.39
øòàêåòíèê `piket fene' 2.57
çàãîðîäêà `fene' 2.20
òûí `paling' 1.96
sum 66.72 sum 58.15
Table 8: Old. Not in ditionary: çàêîñíåëûé, çàìàòîðåëûé, çàòàñêàííûé, çà÷åðñòâåëûé,
èñòàñêàííûé, ïîäåðæàííûé, ïîëèíÿëûé, ïîñåäåëûé, ïîòðåïàííûé, ñòàðîáûòíûé.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
ñòàðûé `old' 528.25 äðåâíèé `anient' 75.60
ïîæèëîé `elderly' 63.17
ñåäîé `grey-haired' 62.99
ñòàðèííûé `antique' 53.07
äàâíèé `bygone' 34.71
áîðîäàòûé `bearded; old (of jokes)' 18.67
íåìîëîäîé `not young' 16.34
ìíîãîëåòíèé `longstanding' 11.51
ñòàðîìîäíûé `old-fashioned' 11.51
ïðåñòàðåëûé `very old (of people)' 10.04
âåòõèé `shabby, derepit' 9.67
âåêîâîé `age-old' 6.86
èçâå÷íûé `primeval' 6.67
îòñòàëûé `outdated, retrograde' 5.94
äðÿõëûé `derepit' 5.82
óñòàðåëûé `outmoded, outdated' 5.39
èñêîïàåìûé `fossilized' 5.20
ïîíîøåííûé `worn, shabby' 4.77
äîïîòîïíûé `antediluvian' 4.16
äàâíèøíèé `bygone' 3.55
çàñòàðåëûé `inveterate' 3.37
ìíîãîâåêîâîé `enturies-old' 3.37
èñêîííûé `original' 3.06
çàñêîðóçëûé `alloused, bakward' 2.69
çàêîðåíåëûé `inveterate, ingrained' 1.96
èñòåðòûé `worn' 1.71
îòæèâøèé `obsolete' 1.65
àðõàè÷åñêèé `arhai' 1.35
ñòàðîäàâíèé `anient' 1.35
îáâåòøàëûé `shabby, derepit' 1.29
àðõàè÷íûé `arhai' 1.04
sum 528.25 sum 438.48
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Table 9: Red. Not in ditionary: êàðìèííûé, ðäÿíûé, ÷åðâëåíûé.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
êðàñíûé `red' 316.64 ðûæèé `red-haired; rust-olored' 89.8
ðîçîâûé `rosy, pink' 77.98
àëûé `sarlet' 32.99
êðîâàâûé `bloody' 32.93
áàãðîâûé `rimson' 22.16
ðóìÿíûé `ruddy' 17.2
ìàëèíîâûé `rimson' 14.02
ïóíöîâûé `rimson' 3.55
áîðäîâûé `vinous' 2.82
áàãðÿíûé `rimson (arh., poet.)' 2.63
êîðàëëîâûé `oral' 2.57
ìîðêîâíûé `arrot (adj.)' 2.57
ðóáèíîâûé `ruby (adj.)' 2.2
ïóðïóðíûé `purple' 1.84
ñâåêîëüíûé `beet (adj.)' 1.04
sum 316.64 sum 306.3
Is this a boy or a girl? (34)
Is this a boy or a man? (35)
*Is this a boy or a hild? (36)
*Is this a boy or a person? (37)
Do you want pork or pate? (38)
(?)Êóïèòü ñâèíèíó èëè ìÿñî? '≈Do you want pork or meat?' (39)
(?)Êóïèòü ïàøòåò èëè ìÿñî? '≈Do you want pate or meat?' (40)
*Êóïèòü ãîâÿäèíó èëè ìÿñî? '≈Do you want beef or meat?' (41)
Everything is lear with items 3238: non-interseting spei words an our in al-
ternative onstrutions with eah other, but not with the head words. Loutions 39, 40
are possible only if ìÿñî `meat' is used in onstrained, speialized (sub)meanings, exist-
ing in the vernaular: (ìÿñî `meat')
2 = ãîâÿäèíà `beef', (ìÿñî `meat')3 = ñûðîå ìÿñî `raw meat'
(this is proved by the fat that 41 is not possible). These example, therefore, also in-
volve non-interseting (non-overlapping) meanings. As a rst approximation, we will
onsider this as a riterion of meaning overlap: if two words an partiipate in an
alternative onstrution of this type, their meanings do not overlap.
To apply this riterion to hyponyms of the word áîëüøîé 'big, large', onsider
examples 42, 43. Although the semanti dierene between them is intuitively obvious,
it is not easy to expliate it. There are objets that are both long and wide, as well
as objets that are both long ang huge,  and still the rst example is perfetly valid,
while the seond one is impossible. But keeping with the methodologial priniples
of this work, we will not attempt to formulate the dierene in semanti terms. On
the ontrary, we take aeptability of a loution as a linguisti datum, and on this
basis draw onlusions about word semantis. That is, we will dene two words non-
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overlapping in their meanings, if they an an partiipate in an alternative onstrution
of the type 3243.
Is it wide or long? (42)
*Is it long or huge? (43)
Now, aepting the above riterion for non-overlapping meanings, we an selet a
subset of hyponyms from table 10, whih do not overlap and mean roughly `big/large
in a ertain dimension or trait'. Almost all remaining hyponyms are in fat emphati or
superlative terms: `very big/large, regardless of dimension or trait' (only two, íåìàëûé
`not small' and èçðÿäíûé 'fairly large', are hard to lassify). It is easy to make sure that
the rst group onsists of virtually non-overlapping adjetives. Admittedly, in the lower
part of the table, the riterion beomes less lear-ut: thus, the question in example 44
is somewhat awkward; however it is meaningful and understandable, in ontrast to 43.
Of ourse, there is still some overlap in the meanings; after all, we're dealing with a
living language. But it is small enough so that any further orretions will not hange
the result in any signiant way (and may still improve it).
 The king's palae is big!
 Is it spaious or grandiose?
(44)
In the 5th olumn of table 10 we sum up the frequenies of the hyponyms that are
speifying the trait or dimension. The net frequeny is very lose to the frequeny of
the head word.
The word ìàëåíüêèé `small, little' (table 11) is very similar. However we fae a
new ompliation here: the main onept is expressed by three words, rather than
one: ìàëåíüêèé, íåáîëüøîé and, possibly, ìàëûé. It is somewhat similar to the
distintion between small and little in English. Consider the rst two adjetives.
Both are diret and stilistially neutral antonyms to áîëüøîé `big, large'. However
their meanings are distint. For example, they are not interhangeable in the om-
mon phrases like ìàëåíüêèé ìàëü÷èê `little boy' and íåáîëüøîå êîëè÷åñòâî `small
amount': *íåáîëüøîé ìàëü÷èê and *ìàëåíüêîå êîëè÷åñòâî are not normative (while
the adjetive áîëüøîé `big, large' an modify both nouns). But even when both ad-
jetives are admissible, they mean dierent things. Thus, ìàëåíüêàÿ ìûøêà `≈a little
mouse' means `small ompared to the speaker, as all mie', or, less probably, `a young
mouse', but íåáîëüøàÿ ìûøêà `≈a small mouse' means `small ompared to other mie,
less than usual mouse size'. Even when this distintion is not appliable, there still an
be a quantitative dierene, as in example 45.
 Ýòîò êóñîê ñëèøêîì áîëüøîé. `This piee is too big.'
 Îòðåçàòü òåáå íåáîëüøîé èëè ìàëåíüêèé? '≈Do you want a smaller one or a small one?'
(45)
As a result, we onsider the words ìàëåíüêèé è íåáîëüøîé to have almost non-
overlapping meanings. As for the adjetive ìàëûé, in its long form it is used only in
ompound toponyms and sienti nomenlature (f. Lesser Antilles). But in its short
form, it has a ommon and distintive meaning of `too small to t', not overed by
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Table 10: Big/large.
word freq./mln word freq./mln trait emphasis
áîëüøîé 1630.96 âûñîêèé `tall, high' 310.34 height -
`big, large' îãðîìíûé `huge' 298.95 - +
âåëèêèé `great (signiant)' 247.90 signiane +
äëèííûé `long (spae)' 244.05 length -
øèðîêèé `wide' 187.31 width -
òîëñòûé `thik' 176.12 diameter; thikness -
êðóïíûé `large-sale, oarse' 151.74 all dimensions -
ãëóáîêèé `deep' 135.58 depth -
äîëãèé `long (time)' 132.52 time -
çíà÷èòåëüíûé `signiant' 60.17 signiane -
ãèãàíòñêèé `giant' 42.24 - +
ãðîìàäíûé `tremendous' 40.77 - +
äëèòåëüíûé `prolonged' 35.56 time -
ïðîñòîðíûé `spaious' 28.03 spae -
îáøèðíûé `vast' 26.20 extent -
íåìàëûé `not small' 22.83 - -
ãðàíäèîçíûé `grandiose' 18.24 impression, intent +
âíóøèòåëüíûé `impressive' 13.34 impression -
êîëîññàëüíûé `olossal' 9.79 - +
ãðîìîçäêèé `bulky' 9.73 all dims.; maneuverability -
èçðÿäíûé `fairly large' 8.75 - -
èñïîëèíñêèé `giganti' 6.37 - +
ìàñøòàáíûé `large-sale' 4.16 intent; inuene -
íåïîìåðíûé `exorbitant' 3.98 - +
îáúåìíûé `bulky' 3.43 bulk, volume -
îáúåìèñòûé `voluminous' 3 volume, bulk -
áîëüøóùèé `big (superl.)' 2.14 - +
ïðîòÿæåííûé `lengthy' 1.47 length -
sum 1630.96 sum 2048.59 1788.89 670.38
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Table 11: Small.
word freq./mln word freq./mln trait emphasis
ìàëåíüêèé 411.52 êîðîòêèé `short in length' 202.55 length -
`small, little' òîíêèé `thin' 144.58 thikness -
íåáîëüøîé 180.08 ìåëêèé `shallow; ne' 125.05 depth; all dims. -
`not large' óçêèé `narrow' 105.47 width -
ìàëûé 108.71 íèçêèé `low; short in height' 78.23 height -
`lesser; too small' òåñíûé `tight' 33.18 spaiousness -
êðîõîòíûé `tiny' 28.4 - +
êðîøå÷íûé `tiny' 24.67 - +
íåçíà÷èòåëüíûé `insigniant' 20.69 signiane -
íè÷òîæíûé `very insigniant' 19.71 signiane +
íåâåëèêèé `not great' 13.04 signiane -
ìèíèàòþðíûé `miniature' 5.26 - +
íåãëóáîêèé `not deep' 4.77 depth -
íåøèðîêèé `not wide' 3.86 width -
ìàëþñåíüêèé `small (superl.)' 3.61 - +
ìèçåðíûé `paltry' 3.61 - +
ìèêðîñêîïè÷åñêèé `mirosopi' 3.06 - +
ìàõîíüêèé `wee' 2.02 - +
íåäëèííûé `not long' 1.78 length -
sum 700.31 sum 823.54 752.91 90.33
adjetives ìàëåíüêèé and íåáîëüøîé. Indeed, if òóëè ìàëû `≈shoes are too small',
this doesn't neessarily mean that the shoes are small, they still an be size 10. But
they are neessarily narrow, short, or tight. This is why the adjetive ìàëûé is also
plaed in table 11 as a head word, and not as a hyponym.
This argument is based on intuitive judgement about aeptability of ertain ex-
pressions, whih is not a very solid foundation (f. [30℄). To improve it, one would
have to formulate strit riteria of intersetion and inlusion for meanings, and then
demonstrate that they are satised. This is generally beyond the sope of the present
essay, but one example of a ompletely objetivised approah is given below for the
word ïëîõîé `bad'.
Verbs provide some good examples as well. See tables 12 (ñêàçàòü `say') and 13
(äóìàòü `think') that do not require any omments.
In two other verbs we enounter a ompliation of a new type: see tables 14
(ïîäíèìàòüñÿ/ðàñòè 'rise/grow') and 15 (êðè÷àòü/ïëàêàòü 'shout/ry'). The words
ïîäíèìàòüñÿ `rise, asend' and ðàñòè `grow, inrease' have some ommon sub-meanings,
suh as óâåëè÷èâàòüñÿ 'inrease in quantity or size' as well as distint ones, suh as
âçëåòàòü 'soar, take o' and ðàñøèðÿòüñÿ `widen, spread' respetively. For example,
a temperature an both rise and grow (in Russian òåìïåðàòóðà ðàñòåò is muh more
ommon than in English temperature grows), these expressions being quite synony-
mous and meaning the inrease in temperature. On the other hand, an elevator an
only rise, while a hild an only grow (a hild an rise up on the toes, but this is a
ompletely dierent meaning, of ourse). Apparently, in every or almost every ontext,
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Table 12: Say.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
ñêàçàòü `say' 3535.97 ñïðîñèòü `ask (a question)' 934.32
îòâåòèòü `answer' 503.46
ðàññêàçàòü `tell' 248.58
ïðîèçíåñòè `pronoune' 178.98
êðèêíóòü `shout' 155.97
ïîïðîñèòü `ask (for a favor)' 154.62
ñîîáùèòü `inform' 148.80
ïðèêàçàòü `ommand' 107.18
âåëåòü `order' 95.67
çàÿâèòü `state' 86.61
âîñêëèêíóòü `exlaim' 81.66
ïðîãîâîðèòü `utter' 78.35
âîçðàçèòü `objet' 69.66
ïðåäóïðåäèòü `aution' 51.23
ïðîáîðìîòàòü `mutter' 49.52
ïðîøåïòàòü `whisper' 39.79
ïîîáåùàòü `promise' 33.42
âîçìóòèòüñÿ `say indignantly' 27.61
îñâåäîìèòüñÿ `inquire' 26.32
áóðêíóòü `growl' 25.52
øåïíóòü `whisper' 24.79
ïîøóòèòü `joke' 24.06
ïîçäîðîâàòüñÿ `greet' 22.34
âûðàçèòüñÿ `urse' 22.28
ïîïðîùàòüñÿ `say goodbye' 20.51
ñêîìàíäîâàòü `ommand' 19.59
ïðîâîð÷àòü `growl' 18.79
ðÿâêíóòü `bark out' 17.14
âûãîâîðèòü `utter' 16.22
ïðîêðè÷àòü `shout' 12.67
âûñêàçàòüñÿ `express' 12.12
ïðîâîçãëàñèòü `announe' 11.94
ãàðêíóòü `bawl' 10.04
ìîëâèòü `say (arh., poet.)' 9.67
ïðîìîëâèòü `say (arh., poet.)' 6.18
áðÿêíóòü `blurt' 6.18
ïðîëåïåòàòü `babble' 5.08
ïðîìÿìëèòü `mumble' 4.47
ñúÿçâèòü `say sarastially' 3.67
âîïðîñèòü `inquire' 2.88
âÿêíóòü `blather' 2.51
ïðåäîñòåðå÷ü `warn' 2.45
sum 3535.97 sum 3372.85
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Table 13: Think.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
äóìàòü `think' 936.40 ñ÷èòàòü `rekon' 396.22
ìå÷òàòü `dream' 83.61
ïîëàãàòü `believe' 73.45
ïðåäïîëàãàòü `presume' 50.56
ðàññóæäàòü `reason' 38.20
ñîîáðàæàòü `onsider' 36.36
ðàçìûøëÿòü `reet on' 29.75
âîîáðàæàòü `imagine' 20.69
ìûñëèòü `onieve' 19.47
ðàçäóìûâàòü `ponder' 16.53
ïðèêèäûâàòü `rekon' 11.57
îáäóìûâàòü `think over' 11.14
âíèêàòü `fathom' 7.53
ïîìûøëÿòü `dream of' 3.80
çàìûøëÿòü `sheme' 2.75
ìíèòü `imagine' 2.33
âäóìûâàòüñÿ `ponder' 1.47
êóìåêàòü `think (low olloq.)' 1.16
sum 936.40 sum 806.59
the verb óâåëè÷èâàòüñÿ `inrease' an be replaed with either ïîäíèìàòüñÿ `rise' or
ðàñòè `grow' (this is a statement about Russian verbs, not their approximate equiva-
lents in English), whih means that its meaning is a subset of the intersetion of their
meanings  see Fig. 8.
It turns out that the net frequenies of hyponyms math the head word frequenies
in both olumns of table 14. This would even allow to quantify the degree of ommon-
ality between the meanings of the two head words. Exatly the same behavior an be
observed with words êðè÷àòü `shout' and ïëàêàòü `ry'.
Finally, onsider two more adjetives, õîðîøèé `good' (table 16) and ïëîõîé `bad,
poor' (table 17). Synonyms (or rather hyponyms) were olleted from ditionaries. The
former word doesn't ause any diulties: the net frequeny of hyponyms orresponds
well with the head word frequeny. However, with the adjetive ïëîõîé `bad' the
situation is quite dierent. Note rst of all that the four most frequent synonyms
oered by the ditionaries (õóäîé `skinny; leaky; bad', íèçêèé 'low, short; base, mean',
äåøåâûé `heap, worthless', æàëêèé `pitiful; wrethed') are not inluded in the table,
beause eah of them has a primary meaning that does not diretly imply badness.
Something or somebody an be heap and good, skinny and good, et. But even without
them, the net frequeny of hyponyms is signiantly over the head word frequeny.
Notie though that the hyponyms an be roughly lassied into two ategories:
those denoting more of an objetive quality of an objet, like ñêâåðíûé (f. Eng. poor
in its senses unrelated to pitying and lak of wealth), and those denoting more of a
subjetive feeling towards the objet, like ìåðçêèé `loathsome, vile'. The head word
itself falls more in the former ategory. To demonstrate this, onsider the expression
ïëîõîé âîð `a bad thief'. Its meaning is `one who is not good at the art of stealing',
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Figure 8: Rise and grow (f. table 14).
Table 14: Rise and grow. Translations are very approximate.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
ïîäíèìàòüñÿ `rise' 102.41 ðàñòè `grow' 71.74
óâåëè÷èâàòüñÿ `inrease' 21.24 óâåëè÷èâàòüñÿ `inrease' 21.24
âûðàñòàòü `grow' 13.04 âûðàñòàòü `grow' 13.04
âîçðàñòàòü `grow' 12.12 âîçðàñòàòü `grow' 12.12
ïðèáûâàòü `rise, swell' 12.12 ïðèáûâàòü `grow, swell' 12.12
âçëåòàòü `soar up, take o' 14.38
âçáèðàòüñÿ `limb' 8.81
ðàñøèðÿòüñÿ `spread, widen' 8.32
âñïëûâàòü `rise to the surfae' 6.92
âçäûìàòüñÿ `heave' 5.51
ïîäðàñòàòü `grow' 4.77 ïîäðàñòàòü `grow' 4.77
âîñõîäèòü `rise, asend' 4.04
âñõîäèòü `rise, asend' 3.98
âîçíîñèòüñÿ `rise, tower' 1.71 âîçíîñèòüñÿ `rise, tower' 1.71
âçðîñëåòü `mature' 2.94
øèðèòüñÿ `expand, widen' 2.69
ñîâåðøåíñòâîâàòüñÿ `improve' 2.69
âçâèâàòüñÿ `soar up, be hoisted' 1.78
óìíîæàòüñÿ `multiply' 1.16
sum 108.64 sum 82.8
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Table 15: Shout and ry. Translations are very approximate.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
êðè÷àòü `shout' 220.36 ïëàêàòü `ry, weep' 120.71
îðàòü `yell' 67.64
øóìåòü `make noise' 44.62
ðåâåòü `roar; ry' 26.99 ðåâåòü `roar; ry' 26.99
ðûäàòü `sob' 18.30
âûòü `wail' 17.51 âûòü `wail' 17.51
âèçæàòü `shriek' 16.04 âèçæàòü `shriek' 16.04
âîïèòü `bawl' 15.98
âñõëèïûâàòü `sob' 12.06
íàäðûâàòüñÿ `bawl' 6.86
ñêóëèòü `whine' 4.84
ãàëäåòü `lamor' 4.41
ïèùàòü `squeak' 4.28
âåðåùàòü `hirp, squeal' 3.67
ñêàíäàëèòü `brawl' 3.67
ãîëîñèòü `wail' 3.24
õíûêàòü `whimper' 2.20
ãîðëàíèòü `bawl' 1.84
ãîìîíèòü `shout' 1.35
sum 213.82 sum 102.22
in ontrast to ìåðçêèé âîð `vile thief' = `one whom I loath beause he steals'. Hene,
only the frequenies of the hyponyms from the rst ategory (denoting quality) should
sum up to the frequeny of the head word.
But it is quite diult to atually lassify the words into these two ategories. The
subjetive words tend to evolve towards emphati terms, and further migrate to the
objetive group or lose to it. So we need a method that would allow to perform
lassiation without relying on dubious judgements based on the linguisti intuition.
To this end, notie that there exist three lasses of nouns by their ompatibility with
the adjetives from table 17. Neutral nouns, like ïîãîäà `weather' an be equally easy
found in noun phrases with both ñêâåðíûé `bad, poor' and ìåðçêèé '≈disgusting'.
However the nouns arrying distint negative onnotation, suh as ïðåäàòåëü `traitor'
are well ompatible with ìåðçêèé '≈disgusting', but not with ñêâåðíûé `bad, poor'.
On the ontrary, nouns with distint positive onnotation have the opposite preferene:
f. ñêâåðíûé ïîýò `bad poet' and ?*ìåðçêèé ïîýò `disgusting poet'. It is possible to
nd out whih of the adjetives in table 17 tend to apply preferentially to positive or
negative nouns, by using an Internet searh engine.
We onsidered eight test nouns: negative ãàäîñòü '≈lth', äðÿíü '≈trash', ïðåäàòåëü
`traitor', ïðåäàòåëüñòâî `treason' and positive çäîðîâüå `health', âðà÷ `dotor', ïîýò
`poet', àêòåð `ator'. They were initially seleted for maximum ontrast in their om-
patibility with adjetives ñêâåðíûé and ìåðçêèé. Then we used Russian-spei searh
engine Yandex (http://www.yandex.ru) to determine the frequenies of noun phrases
onstruted from eah of the adjetives with eah of the nouns.
It should be noted here that searh engines an't be diretly used as replaements
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Table 16: Good.
word freq./mln word freq./mln
õîðîøèé `good' 853.71 äîáðûé `good, kind' 201.38
ïðåêðàñíûé `splendid, exellent' 143.17
ïðèÿòíûé `nie' 74.31
áëåñòÿùèé `brilliant' 61.33
çàìå÷àòåëüíûé `remarkable' 60.84
áëàãîðîäíûé `noble' 57.66
îòëè÷íûé `exellent' 42.24
ñëàâíûé `glorious, nie' 38.44
âåëèêîëåïíûé `magnient' 34.95
÷óäåñíûé `wonderful' 34.46
ðîñêîøíûé `splendid' 27.91
íåïëîõîé `not bad' 26.38
÷óäíûé `wonderful' 13.71
ïðåâîñõîäíûé `exellent' 13.47
ïðåëåñòíûé `lovely, delightful' 12.24
äèâíûé `harming' 9.79
áëàãîé `good' 8.88
áåçóïðå÷íûé `impeable' 8.63
îáðàçöîâûé `exemplary' 8.57
ãîäíûé `suitable, valid' 7.96
ïóòíûé `worthwhile' 7.77
îòìåííûé `exellent' 7.35
èçóìèòåëüíûé `marvellous' 6.79
âîñõèòèòåëüíûé `adorable' 6.55
ïðèãîäíûé `suitable' 6.49
äîáðîñîâåñòíûé `onsientious' 4.53
óäîâëåòâîðèòåëüíûé `satisfatory' 3.86
äîáðîêà÷åñòâåííûé `of good quality' 3.31
áëàãîóñòðîåííûé `well-furnished' 2.08
ïîõâàëüíûé `laudable' 1.96
áåñïîäîáíûé `inomparable' 1.78
sum 853.71 sum 938.79
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Table 17: Bad. Some translations are very approximate.
word freq./mln word freq./mln weight quality?
ïëîõîé `bad, poor' 102.22 äóðíîé `bad, mean' 40.40 0.911 +
ïðîòèâíûé `repugnant' 28.34 -0.0584
îòâðàòèòåëüíûé `disgusting' 21.85 -0.439
íåõîðîøèé `not good' 20.14 0.914 +
ìåðçêèé `vile' 13.22 -1.946
ñêâåðíûé `bad, poor' 13.16 0.896 +
ãíóñíûé `abominable' 12.73 -3.160
ïîãàíûé `foul' 11.51 -0.330
ïàðøèâûé `nasty' 10.16 -0.407
êîøìàðíûé `nightmarish' 9.30 -0.180
íåãàòèâíûé `negative' 7.10 -0.183
íåâàæíûé `rather bad' 6.00 1.200 +
îìåðçèòåëüíûé `disgusting' 6.00 -0.432
ãàäêèé `repulsive; nasty' 5.33 -0.490
õðåíîâûé `bad, poor (olloq.)' 5.14 2.358 +
íèê÷åìíûé `worthless' 5.08 0.144 +
íåãîäíûé `worthless' 4.10 0.157 +
äðÿííîé `rotten, trashy' 3.92 -0.110
íèêóäûøíûé `worthless' 3.37 3.095 +
çàõóäàëûé `run-down' 2.57 0.347 +
íåïðèãëÿäíûé `unsightly' 2.39 
íåçàâèäíûé `unenviable' 1.90 -0.161
äåðüìîâûé `shitty' 1.90 0.161 +
èãîâûé `bad, poor (olloq.)' 1.78 0.545 +
íåóäîâëåòâîðèòåëüíûé `unsatisfatory' 1.65 -0.077
ïàñêóäíûé `foul, lthy' 1.59 -0.203
îòâðàòíûé `disgusting' 1.41 -0.165
ãðîøîâûé `dirt-heap' 1.35 -0.172
áðîñîâûé `worthless, trashy' 1.35 
ïàêîñòíûé `foul, mean' 1.35 -0.234
îäèîçíûé `odious' 1.35 -0.122
ñâîëî÷íîé `mean, vile' 1.04 -0.318
àõîâûé `rotten' 0 -0.109
äååêòíûé `defetive' 0 -0.179
çàâàëÿùèé `worthless' 0 -0.078
ìåðçîñòíûé `disgusting' 0 -0.270
ìåðçîïàêîñòíûé `disgusting' 0 -0.302
íèçêîïðîáíûé `low-grade' 0 -0.406
îòòàëêèâàþùèé `revolting' 0 -0.198
sum 102.22 248.48 103.64
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for a frequeny ditionary. First, they typially report the number of pages and
sites, but not the number of word instanes. Meanwhile, web pages an be of very
dierent size, and may ontain multiple instanes of a word or searh phrase. Seond,
searh engines trim the results to exlude similar pages and avoid dupliates, i.e. texts
available in multiple opies or from multiple addresses. It's not lear whether this is
orret behavior from the point of view of alulating frequenies. Finally, the orpus
with whih searh engines work, the whole of the Web, is by no means well-balaned
aording to the riteria of frequeny ditionary ompilers. So the results from searh
engines an't be diretly ompared with the data from frequeny ditionaries. But for
our purposes we need only relative gures, and we are interested in their qualitative
behavior only. The eet we are looking for, if it exists, should be robust enough to
withstand the inevitable distortion.
The frequenies of noun phrases onstruted from eah of the adjetives ai with
eah of the test nouns nj form a matrix Nij presented in table 18. One an readily
see that the rows ìåðçêèé and ñêâåðíûé learly separate the test nouns into two
groups preferentially ompatible with one or the other. Many other rows of the table
(e.g. ãíóñíûé and íåâàæíûé) behave in the same way. But there are rows that do
not, and that is preisely the reason to onsider multiple test words. Thus the adjetive
íåãîäíûé '≈worthless' is well ompatible with all the positive test nouns, but also with
the negative test noun äðÿíü '≈trash'. The adjetives íåïðèãëÿäíûé `unsightly' and
áðîñîâûé `worthless', as it turns out, are not ompatible with any of them, so they
are exluded from further analysis. Their low frequeny an't appreiably hange the
result anyway.
To reap, we want to lassify the rows of table 18 by whether eah row is more
similar to the row ñêâåðíûé (quality of the objet) or to the row ìåðçêèé (speaker's
attitude towards the objet). This an be done via statistial proedure known as
prinipal omponent analysis or method of empirial eigenfuntions.
First, eah row of table 18 was normalized by subtrating the average and dividing
by the standard deviation. This makes the rows ìåðçêèé and ñêâåðíûé roughly
opposite to eah other: positive on positive test nouns and negative on negative ones,
or vie versa. Then, orrelation matrix of the table's olumns was alulated (size 8×8)
and its rst eigenvetor n1j . Finally, the eigenvetor's salar produts with i-th row of
the table yields the weight of the orresponding adjetive a1i =
∑
j n
1
jNij .
Mathematially, the result of this proedure is that the produt a1in
1
j provides the
best (in terms of mean square) approximation of this kind to the matrix Nij . In other
words, eah row of the normalized table 18 is approximately proportional to the pattern
row n1j multiplied by the weight a
1
i . The pattern row is given at the bottom of table
18. As expeted, it orretly lassies test nouns as positive and negative. This means
that they atually behave in opposite ways relative to the adjetives of interest. Now
we an lassify all the adjetives with positive weights a1i > 0 as proper hyponyms of
the word ïëîõîé `bad, poor'. The weights are shown in table 17 (in an arbitrarily
normalization). The table shows that the net frequeny of these proper hyponyms is
very lose to the frequeny of the head word.
So it an be seen that the frequeny hypothesis is onrmed here as well, and this
onlusion is not based on any intuitive judgement about word semantis.
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Table 18: Compatibility of the hyponyms of ïëîõîé `bad, poor' with test nouns on the Web
(the number of pages).
äðÿíü ãàäîñòü ïðåäàòåëü ïðåäàòåëüñòâî çäîðîâüå âðà÷ àêòåð ïîýò
äóðíîé 0 1 0 0 81 66 187 172
ïðîòèâíûé 140 333 45 0 0 61 35 31
îòâðàòèòåëüíûé 305 5187 0 112 71 45 211 43
íåõîðîøèé 15 38 11 19 24 282 4 11
ìåðçêèé 627 1354 849 316 7 42 30 16
ñêâåðíûé 4 3 15 3 232 54 250 137
ãíóñíûé 156 62 1380 1934 2 1 0 3
ïîãàíûé 183 27 97 33 87 14 17 32
ïàðøèâûé 493 32 156 12 27 8 314 38
êîøìàðíûé 26 39 0 4 0 7 8 1
íåãàòèâíûé 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
íåâàæíûé 0 0 0 0 1589 22 62 141
îìåðçèòåëüíûé 149 183 10 80 0 5 9 0
ãàäêèé 132 257 140 28 12 3 15 3
õðåíîâûé 1 0 0 0 226 166 431 381
íèê÷åìíûé 58? 0 7 0 33 23 38 81
íåãîäíûé 63 0 6 0 108 39 32 58
äðÿííîé 114 2 0 0 6 1 18 62
íèêóäûøíûé 13 0 0 0 136 146 989 409
çàõóäàëûé 0 1 0 0 0 8 22 150
íåïðèãëÿäíûé 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
íåçàâèäíûé 0 0 0 0 39 0 0 0
äåðüìîâûé 8 1 51 1 13 14 89 70
èãîâûé 0 0 0 0 11 33 53 167
íåóäîâëåòâîðèòåëüíûé 0 0 0 0 212 0 0 0
ïàñêóäíûé 4 4 18 4 0 1 0 0
îòâðàòíûé 28 92 0 0 2 10 12 1
ãðîøîâûé 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0
áðîñîâûé 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ïàêîñòíûé 34 22 4 3 0 0 0 0
îäèîçíûé 0 0 7 0 0 0 28 8
ñâîëî÷íîé 99 21 18 0 16 2 0 0
àõîâûé 0 0 0 0 3 0 3 21
äååêòíûé 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0
çàâàëÿùèé 1 0 0 0 0 26 2 0
ìåðçîñòíûé 41 36 36 0 0 1 0 0
ìåðçîïàêîñòíûé 96 84 4 2 2 4 0 1
íèçêîïðîáíûé 173 29 0 2 0 0 6 1
îòòàëêèâàþùèé 0 3 19 0 0 0 1 0
Eigenvetor -0.300 -0.110 -0.418 -0.377 0.206 0.355 0.416 0.489
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We onlude with a brief disussion of some enountered ounterexamples. In on-
trast to the words äåðåâî `tree', öâåòîê `ower', ÿãîäà `berry', and ðûáà `sh', the
words æèâîòíîå `animal' and, to a lesser extent, ïòèöà `bird' are signiantly less
frequent than predited by the net frequeny of their hyponyms. The reason is probably
that some of the most frequent animal and bird names have very wide onnotations, far
beyond the notion of 'this or that animal/bird'; e.g. îñåë `donkey, ass' and îðåë `eagle'
(apparently, a muh less loaded word in English than in Russian, where it readily stands
for power, grandeur, nobility, both straight and ironi). It is not surpirising then, that
the frequeny of suh words is muh greater than had they denoted stritly the orre-
sponding animals. (See also the disussion of the words ñîáàêà `dog' and ëîøàäü `horse'
in Setion 2). Among tree and ower names, only a small number are like that, and to
a muh smaller degree, e.g. äóá `oak' (its Russian gurative meaning as `a dumb, in-
sensitive person' doesn't seem to have a ounterpart in English) and ðîçà `rose' (whih
doesn't have any xed ditionary senses other than the ower, but has an established
tradition of metaphori usage). It is possible, at least in priniple, to quantify the last
statement by analyzing the atual word usage, and then ounterexamples ould turn
into onrming evidene.
Interesting ounterexamples are provided by words ñòðàíà `ountry, state', ãîðîä
`ity, town', ðåêà `river, reek', and îçåðî `lake'. The net frequeny of the nouns ñòðàíà
`ountry, state', ãîñóäàðñòâî `state, nation', ðåñïóáëèêà `republi', and êîðîëåâñòâî
`kingdom' is 705.39 per mln. The net frequeny of all the ountries of the world found
in the ditionary (exept the former Soviet republis) is 1206.05, whih is about 70%
too muh. However the rst word in the list, îññèÿ `Russia', is four times as frequent
as the number two (åðìàíèÿ `Germany'). Its frequeny is 358.88 per mln and is
responsible for most of the disrepany. Of ourse, Russia for Russian speakers is muh
more than just another ountry. Most of the rest of the disrepany an be attributed
to the fat that the word Àìåðèêà `Ameria' denotes two ontinents and a part of
world, in addition to the ountry.
A very similar is the situation with the word ãîðîä 'ity, town'. Its frequeny is
630.59 per mln, while the net frequeny of all ity names we ould nd in the ditionary
is 1087.18. But here again, Ìîñêâà `Mosow' (frequeny 420.89, 56 times more than
the next ity name) is responsible for the whole disrepany. Ìîñêâà... êàê ìíîãî â
ýòîì çâóêå
15
.
On the other hand, the net frequeny of all the river names in the ditionary is
somewhat less than the frequeny of the word ðåêà `river' (187.61 vs. 199.36), and
that despite the fat that äîí, Óðàë, and Àìóð are not just river names (a Spanish
nobleman title, the Ural mountains, and `Cupid; love aair' respetively). This same
eet is muh more pronouned with the word îçåðî `lake': its frequeny is 74.496 while
the net frequeny of all the lake names in the ditionary is only 21.72. Most probably,
this is beause only ve lake names made it to the ditionary: Áàéêàë `Baikal', Ëàäîãà
`Ladoga', Îíåãà `Onega', Âèêòîðèÿ `Vitoria' (some instanes are, probably, personal
names), Èññûê-Êóëü `Issyk-Kul'. Most lake names either fall below the 1 per mln
threshold, or are homonymous with ommon names or adjetives. The same is true to
a lesser degree for river names.
15
Mosow... how muh the sound embraes, from Pushkin's Eugene Onegin
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To summarize, we demonstrated on several examples that the hypothesis of word
frequeny being proportional to the extent of its meaning is supported by available data,
while ounterexamples are few and tend to have plausible explanations. Of ourse,
a muh more thorough and systemati investigation is in order until the hypothesis
an be onsidered proven. We only skethed some promising approahes to suh an
investigation. But it also should be noted that the examples onsidered span a wide
range of word frequenies, inlude all three main parts of speeh, and involve very
ommon words, not speially hand-piked ones.
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